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PREFACE
This report documents Phase VI of "Bhagidari": "Citizens' Partnership in Governance"
covering the period April 2006 to March 2008. This is the sixth such document since the
year 2000. In this phase, new initiatives were taken by the Hon'ble Chief Minister of
Delhi-NCT to empower the citizens through Resident Welfare Associations, by educating
them on their 'Right to Information' through 6 One-day workshops on the Right to
Information Act introduced by the Central Government in 2005. Readers may note that
Delhi was one of the first states to introduce the State level Right to Information Act
much earlier in the year 2001. In these workshops where citizens and officers of different
departments sat together, the participants were also helped to understand the difference
between the Delhi State RTI Act and the Government of India RTI Act, and their plus
points also.

The second initiative was the introduction of 'My Delhi I Care' Fund, which provided
financial grants to the Resident Welfare Associations for their colony-level projects
through the nine Deputy Commissioners (Revenue). The project took off quite quickly
and hundreds of Resident Welfare Associations have been using this fund for improving
the quality of life in their residential and market areas.

This document not only presents the work done between April 2006 and March 2008, but
also presents an over-view of the gradual evolution of this unique process over a period
of 8 years and the stages of its progression in this period. This includes the challenges
faced by the Government in sustaining this process of people's involvement, and
continuously carrying it forward.

It is evident from over 3000+ success stories by way of completed colony / housing

complex projects reported by Resident Welfare Associations in this document, that the
citizens of Delhi, as well as the Government officials have successfully adopted the
"Bhagidari" (,'Partnership") process in their work together, and its results on the ground.
The document not only presents the success stories and plus points as perceived and

IV

experienced

by the

multiple

stakeholders,

who

have

been

contacted

for this

dccumentation (for their views, perceptions and experiences), but also candidly lists the
short-comings in the areas that need greater attention and improvement.

ACORD is happy to present this sixth documentation report on this initiative of the
Government of Delhi-NCT, and hopes that it will help several other organisations and
cities in India.

Prof. George Koreth
Chairman
Asian Centre for Organisation Research
and Development

•
•
•
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CHAPTER

1

Situation before the practice
(Note' though the reporting period for this documentation is 2006-2008, one always gains from a
historical perspective to contextualize a situation and draw parallels - hence, this chapter includes a
brief genesis of the "Bhagidari" initiative, and a short preview of the post-reporting period).

[ 1.1

Genesis

Recall the Year 1999 - Despite Delhi's Master Plan and several urban and social
development programmes, despite the anticipated benefits of the economic reforms, and
despite the enthusiasm of the start-up of the new millennium, the mood of the citizens of
Delhi was very low. The capital had celebrated the Golden Jubilee oflndia's independence
in 1997 - but the overall assessment was that the wheels of growth and progress had virtually
come to a halt due to the poor quality of governance. There was limited public space for real
dialogue, debate, and visible action. People were beginning to feel helpless, powerless and
voiceless. Delhi was attracting a steady influx of migrant population but the city's coping
mechanism was at an all-time low, without minimum basic services and shortage of water,
. electricity and transport in a larger part of an ever-growing Delhi. Citizen's "frustration
quotient" was high, their "anger" was evident, and they "blamed" the government for apathy
and inaction. Their only connect with Delhi's political leadership was the 5-year electoral
cycle. Hence, to express their right to a better quality of life they gave an overwhelming
mandate for CHANGE - for themselves, for their future generation and for the city.

The birth of the concept and vision of "Citizen's Partnership in Governance" took place in
1999 in the mind of the newly-elected Chief Minister of Delhi. As a citizen of Delhi the CM
gauged the depth of people's "powerlessness" and resolved to bring about the CHANGE they
had voted her for.

The Chief Minister was genuinely concerned about two things relating to democracy in India:
(a) the fact that between voting in elections once in several years, citizens really had not
much empowerment to play an active, positive role in day-to-day working democracy (as
different from "representative democracy"); (b) the fact that an uneasy or even adversarial
relationship and attitude "normally" existed between citizens and the government officials /

civic administration due to years / decades of poor "civic service delivery" with citizens
feeling weak and helpless / dependent, having to run from "pillar to post" like supplicants for
civic services which are due to them anyway.

The Chief Minister was clear that our "working democracy" needed to be improved on a dayto-day basis, and citizens needed to be empowered and provided a partnership role in
governance. As a part of a living partnership the CM wanted the feedback and suggestions of
citizens, and was looking for a set of globally-proven

methods and participative processes,

whereby citizens and officials could work together, solve problems through partnership, and
implement colony improvement projects through collaboration, to improve the quality of life
in all the residential areas of Delhi to start with.

The Chief Minister ultimately selected the methods, designs, and processes of multistakeholder "large-group dynamics" offered by the Asian Centre for Organisation Research
& Development, (ACORD) New Delhi (out of the various presentations of different models

and methods made by several organisations).

1.2 The Process - iterative, action-learning lessons, expanding and
moving forward
Stage 1:
The Chief Minister first opted for 3 "Pilot" workshops to test the multi-stakeholder "Iargegroup-dynamics" model on the ground, and after evaluation of the impact and feedback,
opted to utilize this approach to build the partnership between citizens (through their Resident
Welfare Associations & Market and Trader Associations) and urban Civic Service Bodies
and Govt. Departments which interact closely with, and are meant to provide services to
citizens.

Stage 2:
With "large-group-dynamics - multi-stakeholder" workshops as the foundation and fi·amework, under the banner of "Bhagidari" the CM gradually added different sectors and
departments based on citizen's feedback (some departments were not reporting to the Chief
Minister), including the following in a phased manner:
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•

Municipal Corporation of Delhi

•

Delhi Police

•

New Delhi Municipal Council

•

Department of Education & all Govt. Schools

•

Department of Social Welfare & Women's Development

•

Department of Power

•

Department of Water

•

Department of Health

•

Department of Taxes

•

Department ofIndustries

•

DISCOMS (NDPL, BRPL, BYPL, NDMC, etc.)

In addition, special emphasis was given through these participative, problem-solving
workshops on issues that citizens of Delhi had identified as being of prime concern to them,
including:
•

Citizen Safety & Security

•

Senior Citizens Welfare

•

Women & Girl Child Welfare

•

Street-lighting

•

Neighbourhood Parks and Gardens

•

Solid Waste Management

•

Urban Cleanliness & Sanitation

•

Power Supply & Power Quality

•

Water Supply & Water Quality

•

Condition of Roads

•

Quality of Public Transport

•

Storm-water drains

•

Public Health - vector borne ailments through mosquitoes and flies

•

Power Conservation & Energy Saving

•

Environment Quality - Air, Water, Soil, Noise

•

Tree-cover
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•

Rural area development

•

Water Conservation - Rain Water Harvesting

•

Right to Information

At an early stage, the Chief Minister set up the "Bhagidari

Cell" under her direct supervision

and guidance; which gave positive messages to the citizens that the Bhagidari Cell was the
pivot for promoting people's participation as well as government's

accountability.

In

parallel, the other strategic mechanisms the CM set up were (a) the "Bhagidari Mela"
(Festival) - later called "Bhagidari" Utsav - for showcasing projects achievements,
networking recognizing and valuing the partnerships; (b) Bhagidari Newsletter (monthly) to
communicate and connect with R WAs/MTAs and citizens, (c) Video-conferences
Deputy Commissioners

with the

(Revenue), and (d) through her personal monitoring visits to various

areas and events.

Stage 3:
From the year 2004 when the initial "Bhagidari" workshops on civic issues had started to
show results for the citizens by way of completed colony-level projects, the CM ensured that
a series of "Bhagidari" workshops were organized on priority issues as well as emerging
issues, such as solid waste management, drinking water supply, women's empowerment,
right to information, civic services delivery, greening of Delhi, public transport, and services
for the poorer and migrant population.

Stage 4:
The process and the partnership not only started bearing fruit, but also generated interest
amongst the citizens - those who had not organised themselves into a registered Resident .
Welfare Association or Market Traders' Association, understood that this was the first
legitimate step for them to be involved, and they started getting registered and becoming
representatives

of the citizens of their colonies/markets.

From the initial 20 RWAs in year

2000, the Bhagidari initiative has attracted and involved nearly 1900 RWAs till year 2008.

In brief"Bhagidari"

has evolved in stages, with some stages overlapping as lessons being

learnt were being incorporated to strengthen the partnership in this "process" initiative:
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Future ....

3 "pilot" Bhagidari

97 Bhagidari

Bhagidari

Colony projects and

Potential for step-

workshops for

workshops on civic

workshops on

review workshops;

up of "Bhagidari"

"large-group"

issues.

specific priority

Showcasing results

process at zonal!

multi-stakeholders

Institutionalisation

themes: such as

through a Bhagidari

ward level; build

solid waste

Festival: to

competence and

"Bhagidari" Cell, as

management,

recognize, value

Quality of Life

the pivot, reporting

education, public

and award

index, benchmark

directly to the Chief

service delivery etc.

successful

and twinning

partnerships;

concepts

through

I

Minister
Introduction of "My

information

Delhi I Care" fund

dissemination

& follow-up on

through Bhagidari

action plans and

newsletter. 386

colony projects

RWAs waiting to
join ...

11.3

The Challenges

The major challenge that the Chief Minister has been able to successfully handle is the
change in the 'Mind-set' of both the citizen and the officers, from adversarial stands ("wethey) to a collaborative approach.

The initial, two years were tough and full of skepticism both among the citizens and the
officials. The pre-Bhagidari attitude and expectation of the citizens was "we pay our taxes so
we are entitled to get our problems solved." The officers, with technical competency and
working within the bureaucratic maze of budgets and resources, often had the attitude that
they knew the best solutions. Both groups started on a wicket of "no/little confidence" and
"little/no trust in the other." The challenge was to better understand each others' perspectives
and limitations and jointly move on from a "win-lose" situation to a "win-win" situation.

The Bhagidari workshop design of bringing together different multiple stakeholders was a
totally new experience for almost everyone - it was the first time it had happened, and many
5

entered the workshop wondering about the benefits of engaging with each other. The
challenge of making multiple stakeholders work together was addressed through setting up of
colony-wise action plans after each three-day workshop, in which citizens and the officers
sat together, onjointly

pre-identified

issues; and gave a concrete point to follow up. The

results of the Bhagidari initiative were evident, as much learning was being used to make
improvements and nurture the initiative:

•

The citizens began to take interest since the plans were monitored on a
monthly basis. The officers also started to get involved especially since their
responsiveness

to Bhagidari initiative was included as a part of their annual

performance appraisal.

•

An evaluation of the colony-based projects and activities by the Resident

Welfare Association, in collaboration with civic organisations, helped build
the credibility of the initiative, and the interest of larger number of Residential
colonies.

•

The initiative which had started initially at a centralized level (in the
"Bhagidari" Cell) was de-centralised to 9 Revenue district D.C.'s offices from
the second year onwards. This made the projects more manageable, and also
more focused on the local area specific concerns, which did vary from district
, to district.

•

A closer interaction between the Deputy Commissioners and the Resident
Welfare Associations / Market & Trader Associations that created
opportunities for feedback and action on several issues other than those taken
up during the workshops.

•

As the demand for such interaction increased, based upon implementation of
around 20% of the colony-level projects part by the end of the second year,
and the interest of citizens started to grow in the project, the Bhagidari Cell
(in the CM's office) encouraged citizens (who wanted to get their colony or
market to participate) to form RWAs or MTAs as registered societies, with
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elected office-bearers, to join the "Bhagidari" movement of "citizen's
partnership in governance".

Putting face-to-face

interactions

into practice and motivating

citizens and officials

The Chief Minister's presence at each Bhagidari workshop gave a quality assurance to the
process, validated her genuine interest in making a difference through R WA IMTA

partnership in governance - the CM not only listened to emerging issues, but also ensured
monitoring and follow-up. The CM's time, input, and effort aided the confidence-building
measure on each occasion, and also gave a vision and hope for better services, infrastructure,
and environment for the citizens of Delhi.

Similarly, the CM gave positive signals of valuing people's efforts by participating in local
level events organized by RWAs, MTAs and citizens' groups in their colonies, housing
complexes, and markets. The CM recognized their efforts and motivated them, as well as the
officials, for their joint solutions and results through the "Bhagidari' process. The CM led
from the front, gave credibility to the movement, and was a role-model for listening, learning,
and working together in partnership.

11.4

Pre-view of post-reporting period

In 2009, ACORD did a rapid survey of 525 RW As, RWAs were asked how fa.' they attributed the
success of their projects to Bhagidari processes and they reported as follows:

RWA project

Success attributed to
Bhagidari process

Safety & Security

70%

Neighbourhood watch

81 %

Neighbourhood gate

63 %

Boundary wall

55%

Sanitation & Cleanliness

73 %

Maintenance & Upgrading of sewerage system

62%

...._-
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Maintenance

of drainage system/prevention

of

60%

-

flooding
Maintenance of roads

67.4 %

Power supply/breakdowns/load-shedding

91.8 %

Energy saving/power conservation

66.1 %

Water/Power bills payment

65.9%

Maintenance of parks and greenery

57.3 %

It is a trend that after the basic needs are met people focus on other quality-of-life indicators. After
their successful projects in many of the above areas, some RWAs are developing projects that have
come on stream since Stage 3 and 4 of "Bhagidari", and are already beginning to show results as
follows:
RWAproject

Success attributed to
Bhagidari

Community Centre Set up

38.7%

Traffic management within the colony

37.0 %

Recreation Centre Set up

23.4 %

Public library/reading room Set up

17.5 %

The same survey also measured the impact of Bhagidari processes on the quality of life within the
residential colonies that were represented by the respondent RWAs, and the responses were as
follows:
Impact indicator

Success attributed to
Bhagidari

Proper Hygiene in the colony

76.4 %

Colony is cleaner

78.9 %

Colony is greener

75.6 %

Safety & security has improved

73.5 %

Water supply & electricity have improved

84.4 %

Malaria & Dengue prevention programmes have
improved

66.7 % & 55.4 %
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R WA finds it easier to work with officials

75.6%

In a survey of 525 RWAs,
79.6% attributed enhancement
in citizen's empowerment to the
success of Bhagidari processes.
To probe further, respondents were asked what aspects of the 'partnership'

with the

Government has helped the RWAs in building and sustaining these "Bhagidari"
projects for making improvements in their colonies, and the highest scores were on:

"Partnership"

Success Indicator

Success attributed to
Bhagidari

Access to government/department officers

85.0 %

Communication & dialogue between citizens
and officials

81.9 %

Citizens empowerment

79.6%

Responsiveness of government/department
officers

70.6 %

1.5 Summary: Before & After the Practice of "Bhagidari"

In summary: the situation before the "Bhagidari" practice was of NO participation by the
citizens of Delhi in the city governance. The Chief Minister set the challenge of empowering
the citizens of Delhi and engaging with them in a democratic manner, through the start-up of
the "Bhagidari" initiative - one clear indicator that the CM has continued to successfully
meet this challenge is that from almost a nil project or activity undertaken by the citizens and
the officials together (Stage 1, when citizens completely blamed the Government), by 2008,
there were more than 3000 colony-based projects reported by the RW As in different
aspects of life. In addition, and the introduction of a new "My Delhi I Care" fund, enables
access to resources for colony-based improvement projects to enhance the quality of life of
citizens of Delhi.
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The "Bhagidari" initiative has received international acclaim and awards, but it is the
people's vote of confidence, as well as their empowerment and appreciation that
differentiates the situation after the practice, from the situation before the practice: the
paradigm shift was from "powerlessness"
"Bhagidari" to an "empowerment"

and a mutual "blame-game"

before the practice of

and collaboration of both citizens and officials after the

practice. The situation before the practice was of the "form of democracy" through casting of
votes only, to the situation after the "Bhagidari" practice of the "substance of a working
democracy" through "citizen's partnership in governance" and collaborative projectimplementation

on the ground between officials and citizens, at the colony, market, and

housing complex levels.

* * *
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CHAPTER 2
Encounters
Innovator

=

and Challenges Faced by the Innovators

leader / pacesetter / modernizer / trendsetter / leading light

Several players can be termed 'innovators' in the Bhagidari initiative - as many were
charting new territory, doing things 'differently' and setting new trends for a successful
model of people's participation in governance - a participation that showed visible results in
the field.

As expected, the Bhagidarijourney has had many challenges, for different innovators. The
challenges faced by the Chief Minister have been mentioned in Chapter 1: Situation before
the practice. Here, we will limit the innovators to:

- the citizens (through their RWAs or MTAs)
- the officials (through their department / civic agency)

Challenge 1: The "Mind Sets" in various stakeholders
Worldwide, civil service officials historically have a mind-set of "regulation and control".
As they have to deal with the rigour of accounting and audit, there is a tendency to 'overregulate and over-control', with all financial and managerial decision-making controlled by
the senior officers.

The citizens, who have.the experience of working on a. smaller canvas than the officials, tend
to feel "out of control" and "helpless" when the promised service delivery fails; hence their
mind-set tends to spark off "grievances and complaints".
(Note: some senior citizens may be retired officials, with several years' of experience of
government functioning - however, post-retirement many senior officials feel powerless and
helpless when dealing with the bureaucratic system of which they were a part earlier).
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In their first face-to-face encounter, the officials wonder why they should be asked to be

accountable to the citizens, and the citizens feel that it is the taxpayers' money for which they
have a right to ask questions and expect good service-delivery.

Both groups tend to show a series of traits: critic/offence/defence/aggression/superiority/fear/
no confidence/mistrust/helpfulness/concern. The "experiential" processes of "large-group
dynamics" handles both emotive and rational issues effectively, and helps discover
"common-ground" .

Challenge 2: Starting the Dialogue: Behavioural aspects
How can a dialogue be initiated in a spirit of partnership and joint working if Challenge 1
persists?

It requires experienced facilitators to bring about a sense of calm and objectivity / giving
space to both sides to be heard / do active listening / pacify / cajole / encourage / motivate /
and bring about a balance of all stakeholders being heard and understood.

The ground rules of open communication, mutual respect, and one person speaking at a time
may not always be followed - there may be initial confusion, rising feelings and frustration
felt by all members during the early "catharsis" stage.

While the facilitator may feel satisfied at the quality of the dialogue and conversation, the real
test is for both the groups to be satisfied too - neither should feel that they were excluded /
not heard / not valued / not understood.

Having dealt with the above (and the spirit of positive attitude can be sensed in a room quite
spontaneously) - the dialogue can move forward to a positive stage.

Challenge 3: Multiple stakeholders and multiplicity of authorities
Officials of different departments, with different ways of functioning, limited delegated
responsibility and decision-making power, relying on "orders" from seniors for execution of
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any work - are expected by the citizens to take quick decisions, release budgets, complete
execution and give more than "value for money". Transparency and accountability

criteria

are not always clearly spelt out / or discussed / or agreed in advance.

Some field projects require joint working of two or more departments: coordination and
delivery can be challenging, not just for the citizens but also for the officials.

In addition, Delhi is not a "full-fledged"

state, and has several Administrative

Acts and

authorities (the M.C.D. Act, the NDMC Act, the Cantomnent Board, etc.) and the M.C.D.,
N;D.M.C, Police/Law & Order; Land are not reporting to the Chief Minister.

Challenge 4: Access, Availability and Movement of Personnel
In any relationship it takes some time to build rapport, find a joint solution, and work together
in a "win-win" mode. However,

_. Sometimes officials get transferred at short notice - the citizens have to invest time
and energy in re-building a relationship with a new official.
Sometimes RWA office-bearers move on, after elections, or for other reasons.
Officials may not be informed.

Access to officials at all levels has improved substantially, especially as good rapport is built
up over the 3-day workshops. However, availability and transfers have been a challenge for
the citizens, and vice-versa for the officials.

Challenge 5: Budget constraints
Budget and time over-runs for smallest of projects are well-known in India. Due to a variety
of reasons this has been challenging for the Bhagidars - even when approved, the budget
release and executing agency's response and work may be factors that affect project
execution. This may be addressed in some ways through the "My Delhi I Care" fund, but
some infrastructure projects may require allocation of budgets from different
departments/agencies.
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Challenge 6: Divergent or opposing interests and the "Discovery of
common ground" challenge
The design and outputs of each Bhagidari workshop has been different as it has to be needbased. The set of participants may be totally new, or may have attended a workshop in the
past. Involving multiple stakeholders usually means working with "divergent interests" as
well as "opposing interests" - the only globally proven process for building collaboration
with multiple stakeholders is "large group dynamics". The strength of the process lies in
"discovery of common ground" and "consensus building" - both processes need to be
validated by the participants from their own perspectives, experiences and commitment,
before they sign up to working together. ACORD utilizes "group dynamics" (large, and
small group) to bring them on a common platform, and move them from a "win-lose"
situation to a "win-win" situation. This must happen before the end of the workshop, and it
needs to be sustained through "ownership" and motivation after the workshop to work
persistently on colony/market level projects,jointly between RWA's/MTA's and relevant
Departments/Civic Agencies.

Challenge 7: The ground reality of project execution
With the interplay of all the above 6 challenges, the reality challenge comes at the time of
project execution, as all the above are likely to emerge in different forms and shapes.
Interpersonal skills, patience, determination and a positive attitude help overcome difficult
times. The project implementation phase also throws up several unexpected problems on the
ground - this tests the drive and the creativity of both RWAs/MTAs as well as the
Departments/Civic Agencies working with them. That's why globally, as well asin Delhi,
around one-third of selected projects are successfully implemented and completed on the
ground, thus motivating the stakeholders to take up more projects. Some projects are
technically very difficult, or budget/cost requirements are large, and may either get dropped
at the planning stage, and another more feasible project may be taken up. Hence this is
referred to as a "heuristic-model" of urban democratic governance, rather than a
"management" model or an "administrative" model.

***
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CHAPTER 3
Strategy adopted

One key factor in the strategy of the "Bhagidari" initiative has been to consistently treat the
citizens-associations as key partners in governance, with continuous monitoring, review and
action-learning process to develop and strengthen all stakeholders, and move forward.

During the reporting period, no fresh strategy has been adopted but there has been
continuation of the Chief Minister's basic strategy of empowering the citizens of Delhi
through citizens-associations in this "Citizen's Participation in Governance" i.e. "Bhagidari"
process.

At the first stage of start-up of Bhagidari the Chief Minister of Delhi, had an acute perception
ofpeople's feelings of alienation, frustration and mistrust. To overcome these, the CM
designed some strategies, which have proved to be robust and replicable and demonstrate her
commitment to bringing about innovative and positive change. The key strategies that have
been continuing are as follows:

a)

Leadership Quotient: To create confidence in the sincerity and commitment of
the Government of Delhi, the Chief Minister adopted the strategy of being
personally present in each Bhagidari workshop. It wasfurther ensured, that:
Every Head or a next level official of the participating Department was personally
present at the Bhagidari workshop. Such senior officials highlighted the
Department's partnership and commitment towards working with the citizens'
groups. Thefact that the cutting-edge officials of each participating department
were present with the citizens' associations on each table-group, further signaled
the seriousness of the government on working in partnership with the government.

The Government also issued to all participants a photo identity card as a member
of "Team Delhi", which could give them easy access to the departments and civic
agencies for implementing projects together and resolving issues of servicedelivery.
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The above strategy, not only motivated the multiple stakeholder participants to

work together for improving the state of various services at the cutting-edge, but
also gave positive signals for future action. The monitoring activity also helped to
make better decisions and achieve specific results. During the final interactive
session the Chief Minister not only asked direct questions, but probed, counseled,
listened, advised, answered queries, and offered solutions, taking into
consideration various perspectives. The atmosphere was thus, always charged
with the energy of "being heard, understood, agreement on action plans and
results ahead". Participants mostly dispersed with the sense of hope and
determination.

Further, the leadership quotient is systematically transferred to 3 levels:

i) Every participating Head of Department (HoD) personally attends the
Bhagidari workshops to communicate and highlight the Department's
partnership and commitment towards working with the citizens' associations.
This message transmits to the department officials working with the citizens'
groups, and ensures future access to the HoD for any issues of concern by the
citizens-assoc iations.
ii) Deputy Commissioners (Revenue) - through monthly meetings with officials
and RWAs to monitor progress, inspect field situations, review, revise, and
work towards results, the 9 DC's (Revenue) communicate through action, their
commitment to include and consult citizens associations in improving servicedelivery and project completion at the colony and market levels.
iii) Chief Secretary's review meetings with Heads of Departments, Heads of Civic
Agencies, Divisional Commissioner, and DC's (Revenue & M.C.D.) to review
progress, and give upward feedback, with updates and directives to infuse a
sense of urgency and service-delivery.

In addition, the Chief Minister holds video-conferences with the Deputy
Commissioner's and RWAs/MT As of the 9 Districts on a regular basis, to get a firsthand update on Bhagidari projects in their areas and suggests appropriate
interventions, as and when required.
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b)

Bhagidari

Cell:

The key coordinating link for the Bhagidari initiative is the

"Bhagidari Cell" - institutionalizing

this set-up and locating it in the CM's office

gave out a positive signal of action at the top leadership level - this strategy has
ensured excellent coordination, team work and trouble-shooting.

(for example, the

Efficiency Unit in the UK Government reported directly to the British Prime
Minister, which gave it the legitimacy and authority to ensure results). It was a
strategic recognition of the Chief Minister's continuous engagement with the
people, hence it is under the Chief Minister's direct supervision.

c)

Bhagidari Mela: this has provided a large space and a major incentive for
sharing, learning and networking. Many actual projects (both completed and inprocess) of the RWAslMTAs and the Departments are exhibited through
photographs, models, and many creative processes. Its format is celebratory, and
the festive spirit showcases the values of mutual respect, cooperation,
achievement, and integrity. The awards given at the Mela to RWAs, MTAs,
Departments, NGOs, etc. communicate due recognition to those who have
performed to a high degree of excellence; new standards in service delivery are set
and the partnerships are forged ahead with even more projects (colony & markets)
for implementation on the ground.

d)

New and emerging themes: The Bhagidari initiative is not a "stand-alone" - it
links with wider governance reforms, and the government has consciously made
efforts to improve sectoral issues. For example, while the Right to Information
Act by Delhi started from 2001, followed by the central Right to Information Act
in 2005, there was a felt need to enhance understanding of how to help citizens
utilize these 2 acts effectively in practice; hence the RTI "Bhagidaris" were
organized. Similarly, with education reforms, a Bhagidari for "Vidyalaya Kalyan
Samitis" was organized during this period under documentation.

e)

Other links: It may also be recorded that some national initiatives like Citizen's
Charter, E-Governance, and Right to Information linked in with the Chief
Minster's efforts to bring systematic and sustainable improvements, and these
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have been pursued by the CM in different ways for the benefit of citizens of Delhi.
Similarly, while the vehicle for Bhagidari "processes" has been chiefly the
Resident Welfare Associations and the Market & Trader Associations, the CM is

working through "Samajik Suvidha Sangam" to improve the life of Delhi's poor
and migrant population; through "Sanjha Prayas" for slum dwellers, and through
"Stree Shakti" for women's health and empowerment etc.

Overall, the Chief Minister's consistent and genuine interest in people's problems, issues and
concerns, and her leadership of the Bhagidari initiative for citizen's partnership-building,
have shown a successful model of deepening working-democracy, by bringing the citizens
and government officials into a collaborative, productive, and active relationship, which is a
"paradigm-shift" from the earlier decades of apathetic or adversarial attitudes of "we-they"
which had taken root.

Apart from the overall and continuing strategic issues listed above, there have been strategic
issues at the implementation level also, which are listed below for the record:

ACORD searched globally for a proven process to help build consensus and partnership out
of divergent and opposing interests of different stakeholders, and pilot-tested "large group
dynamics", with a proven 'research' base/practice base and a strong track record of building
"common ground." A key question to consider was how will we know if it was effective?
Four strategic concerns of several stakeholders needed to be handled wisely.

Project choices after the workshops
The choice essentially was between a "management" or "administrative" model of (a)
"controlled selection" of projects or (b) a "democratic" model of giving the citizensassociations the choice of projects selected for implementation after the workshops.
The "Bhagidari" approach preferred to give citizen's groups the choice - this
demonstrates the democratic values presented in the Bhagidari workshops, and also
puts the principles of the workshop into practice. Hence, it was not a management
model, but a democratic model based on valuing the objectivity and priority of the
citizen's groups to decide what their needs were.
is qualitatively different from mere "participation".
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It is noteworthy that "partnership"

Criteria

for selection of colony or market projects:

While citizens know their needs, they may not always have a technical or engineering
solution to address their needs, for example, improving the drainage system, which
could require enhanced budget. Hence, it was important not to select on technical
knowledge alone, but also on the criteria of (a) do-ability and (b) desirability,
knowing it is a priority need of the colony, so that motivation to work on it would be
sustainable. The key concern was that there should not be a "fade-out" effect after the
workshop, but a sense of "ownership" and motivation to put in persistent efforts on
solving the problems that invariably come up during the difficult cycle of
implementation.

How would success be measured?
Global research and "Bhagidari" experience show that of 100 projects selected,
approximately

20-25% will get implemented, and this may increase to 30-35%, after

which the rate may "plateau" out. Most micro-projects with multi-stakeholders
test of problem-solving

are a

(ground reality may be different in each situation); persistence

and stamina (when will the group give up?). Hence "action-learning"
anticipating and solving problems during implementation

is involved in

at the ground-level. Till

March 2008, more than 3000 colony-level projects have been successfully
implemented as selected by RWAsIMTAs, and more projects as selected by the
Departments/Civic

Agencies.

Where will be the key links for success?
This is a crucial question ...:_
as any weak link can break a chain. The accountability of
the DCs, the Review meetings by the Chief Secretary, video-conferences

by the CM

etc were all strategic moves that have ensured follow-up, monitoring, and success at
various levels. The various players: RW As, MTAs, NGOs, the involvement of local
elected leaders,the

engagement through the school students for eco-clubs and

environment campaigns; the outreach to women and children - must be recognized, as

each one has taken on responsibility to ensure results.

Hence, it is seen that the Bhagidari initiative has benefitted from several strategic steers
(Bhagidari Cell, "large-group multi-stakeholder" workshops, new fund, new subject areas)
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- -

- -

____;;__

and tactical tools or mechanisms

(for action, follow-up and monitoring).

gives a brief purpose of each strategic/tactical

The table below

component adopted in the reporting period:

3.1 Bhagidari Workshops:
Needs-based Design, facilitation and networking start-up
Based on "Participatory Change Processes"
3.2 Review meetings held by the DCs:
local connect and action
3.3 CM's Video conferences with DCs:
follow-up and monitoring
3.4 Chief Secretary's Review meetings, with HoDs, Divisional
Commissioner, and DCs:
Follow-up, monitoring and trouble-shooting
3.5 Introduction of "My Delhi I Care Fund":
Empowerment and accountability
3.6 Experience-sharing of Bhagidari Initiatives by various
departments: from citizen's participation to positive and
measureable results
- Eco-Clubs
-Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis
-Stree Shakti
3.7 Bhagidari Newsletters:
Knowledge and information dissemination and sharing
3.8 Bhagidari Utsavs:
Sharing, learning, replicating, recognizing and rewarding
events
3.9 "Sanjha prayas":
Reaching out to the 'unreached' in slums and JJ clusters
3.10 "Aao Dilli Sawarein" radio programme:
Valuing joint effort, sharing results and information, citizen's
edutainment, to feel pride in their city

"The credit goes to CitizenGovernment partnership for
successful implementation
of Government schemes
and for strengthening the
Bhagidari concept of Delhi
Government." - Chief
Minister Delhi (December
2007)
"Work on 107 development
projects under "My Delhi I
Care" Fund started in all 9
revenue districts of Delhi
from 2006. Till December
2007, the estimated cost
was Rs.2.27 crore" Bhagidari Newsletter,
December 2007
" ... boundary wall
constructed for security,
RWA contributed Rs.l.5
lakhs from its own funds;
intercom system installed
with the help ofMTNL;
park created; inside lanes
constructed with the help
ofMCD; door to door
collection of garbage ... " Green View Apartments
RWA, Hari Nagar: First
Prize - Category: Best
Citizens Group; 2007

It must be reiterated that the Bhagidari initiative started in year 2000 with only 20 RWAs,
and in 2008 it engaged with nearly 1900 RWAs (not counting the Market & Trader
Associations, the Industrial Associations, NGOs, Schools, Eco-clubs, etc.). At the end of
2008, there were nearly 386 RWAs waiting to join it.
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The web of this successful partnership revolves around the 10 strategic components listed
above, each of which plays an important role for the initiative to deliver efficiently and meet
the expectations of the citizens as well as the government.

It will be useful to give a little

detail about each of these components:

3.1 Bhagidari workshops:
Overall, 20 Bhagidari workshops were designed and facilitated by ACORD during this
docwnentation period, as follows:

- 6 x 3-day workshops - on Civic Issues
- 2 x l-day workshops - on Right to Information
-

1 x 3-day workshop - on Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis

lx 3-day workshop - on Public Service Delivery
- 4 x ~-day workshops Experience-sharing at the Bhagidari Utsav 2007 by RWAs;
Stree Shakti; Eco-Clubs, and Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis
- 6 x l-day workshops - Review workshops on completed projects at Colony levels

The planning and delivery of each workshop involved a multi-stakeholder design process, to
build ownership amongst the stakeholders and identify key issues of concern.

It was a strategic steer to strengthen Bhagidari in two important subject areas:

- the first being, transparency/accountability reforms through the Right to Information
legislation - while Delhi has had its own RTI Act since 2001, with the central RTI
Act coming into force in 2005, it was important to disseminate information on the
procedures and processes as well as build capacity of the citizens to use the Acts
appropriately and effectively. The impact of this strategy has been observed in fewer
RTI applications being rejected on grounds of wrong procedures.

- The second strategic area was strengthening of education reforms: though Vidyalaya
Kalyan Samitis had been formed earlier, it was the first time that representatives of
the VKS from all 28 zones of the Education Department and other concerrted
departments (including officials from the Education Department) came together to
discuss the ways to further strengthen VKS, and improve the functioning of all 918
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government schools in Delhi, with over 14 lakh student population.

While

commending the role ofVKS, the Chief Minister said at the workshop "The

members of VKS have set an example of how the local communities' involvement
can bring transformation in the education system. Due to the efforts of the VKS,
maintenance of school buildings has improved considerably. The academic
environment has improved and the students have been successfully involved in
various campaigns. CBSE performance of government schools has improved
substantially." The impact of this workshop has been the subsequent inclusion of
senior students in Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis.

A special mention should be made here ofthe 6 Review workshops held in December 2007,
as these were a strategic connect to motivate, encourage and engage with the citizens. There
was a highly charged sense of achievement amongst the participants: 3238 projects were
reported as 'success stories': more details are given in Chapter 4: Results
achieved/anticipated.

3.2 Review meetings held by the DCs (of 9 Revenue Districts covering Delhi):
These review meetings are a logical follow-up to the initial participation in a Bhagidari
workshop, provide the local connect and action for follow-up, by the Bhagidars. Many
officers report that "Bhagidari" has provided them with the grassroots reality and update on
action: they know what is happening in the field, and when trouble-shooting is required.
RWAs value the opportunity of such a face-to-face meeting, as it enables them to highlight
current and emerging issues.

3.3 eM's Videoconferences with DCs and RWAsIMTAs: A strategic move on the part of
the CM to use technology and time effectively. Firstly, prior to the videoconference there is
preparation by the participants on what they need to report on, and what further help they
would require. RWA and MTA members also participate in these events. Hence, such
videoconferences are an essential follow-up and monitoring tool used by the CM, which
effectively communicates her commitment to making Bhagidari successful.
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3.4 Chief Secretary's

review meetings, with HODs, Divisional Commissioner

& DCs:

These reviews by the Chief Secretary are also useful for follow-up, monitoring, and troubleshooting at a senior decision-making level. These meetings are also a good sounding board
for new ideas (such as the start-up of the special fund for Bhagidars).

3.5 Introduction of "My Delhi I Care Fund":
This fund is a mark of decentralization, and citizen's empowerment, with accountability of
government as well as citizen groups. Financial delegation of up to Rs.50 lakhs per district,
at the DC level, has been done to strengthen citizen-government partnership. Guidelines
have been established and as reported in the Bhagidari Newsletter of July 2006, the CM said
"Since this fund has come in existence for the first time, and under this fund development
works from active citizen groups are to be proposed, therefore it has become the
responsibility of every Bhagidar to make "My Delhi I Care Fund" scheme successful in the
first year itself. Due to the creation of thisfund the Bhagidari Review Meetings which are
held in the offices of Deputy Commissioners (Revenue) have attained more importance. "

3.6 Experience-sharing

Workshops of Bhagidari Initiatives by various departments:

from citizen's participation to positive and measureable results
- Eco-Clubs
-Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis
-Stree Shakti

For the first time the annual Bhagidari Utsav 2007 Mela, was a two-day event (on 2-3
February 2007) and several new programmes were organized. Experience-sharing and
information workshops were organized, in parallel to the exhibition of government
departments and citizen's group's project stalls. The strategic showcasing of Bhagidari
results to wider public received an enthusiastic response, networking was strengthened and
there was a general sense of pride on Delhi's progress through Bhagidari initiatives. Several
success stories emerged from RWAs/MTAs; from 1601 eco-c1ubs in Delhi schools; from
700+ VKS, and from Stree Shakti programmes were shared, and the Utsav ended on a note of
determination "to make Delhi a world class city" - a clarion call given by the Chief
Minister to all the Bhagidars. The media (press and TV) reports also reached a wider public
audience, a coverage of actual achievements and completed projects on the ground at colony
and market levels.
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3.7 Bhagidari

Newsletters:

Planning, action, and positive results: this is a cyclical process which is being processed
through the knowledge dissemination
Newsletter.

and information sharing tool of the monthly Bhagidari

During the reporting period (April 2006 - March 2008), 21 issues were

published and distributed widely.
through Bhagidari.

Several RW As shared their 'success'

stories and projects

Many issues provided information on citizen's charters drawn up by

various government departments.

All issues updated Bhagidars on what was happening,

where and when, as well as gave useful information that they could in turn share with their
local communities, such as power-saving tips, rainwater harvesting, keeping the environment
clean and green etc.

3.8 Bhagidari

Utsavs:

The annual Bhagidari Utsav is a time for celebration, sharing, learning, replicating,
recognizing and rewarding the 'successful'

projects and initiatives.

It showcases projects

completed and work being done by the government departments as well as by citizen's
groups, NGOs and others, through exhibitions, displays, models and interactive programmes.
Several awards are given in recognition of commendable work, which provides motivation to
the Bhagidars to carry forward their work. The Utsav is also a time for reflection on what is
working well and what needs further improvement and strengthening. Two Bhagidari Utsavs
were successfully held during this reporting period.

3.9 "Sanjha Prayas":
Reaching out to the 'unreached' and 'unregistered' groups - "Sanjha Prayas" is a new
initiative under Bhagidari launched by the CM in April 2007, to improve the living standards
of slum and JJ dwellers. This effort is taking "Bhagidari" beyond the registered RWAs. A
new plan scheme "Financial Assistance to Multi-purpose Cooperative Societies" has been
launched, and 4 cooperative societies of slum dwellers have been registered for taking up
housing projects and other activities. Food security is also being enhanced for BPL
cardholders. In the first workshop of "Sanjha Prayas" CM said very clearly: "development of
slum and JJ clusters is a priority of the Government and I appeal to all concerned
departments to work in close association with people to achieve this. "
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3.10 "Aao Dilli Sawarein" radio programme:

Radio is an effective way to connect with citizens in a creative and sustained manner.
Valuing the joint effort of citizens and officers, the 104 weekly episodes of"Aao Dilli
Sawarein" (on Sunday, AIR FM Rainbow channel, 11.30 am - 12 noon), shared results and
information about Delhi, in a citizen's "edutainment" format. Listeners' feedback was
excellent, and many said that they felt a renewed pride in their city because of new and
relevant information they had received through this radio programme on Bhagidari and other
initiatives of the government-citizen's partnership in Delhi.

* * *
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CHAPTER 4
Results achieved/anticipated
As indicated in Chapter 3, as per global research indicators, ACORD anticipated that 20-25%
of action learning projects are likely to be initially implemented successfully, increasing to
30-35% and then "plateauing" (for various reasons, such as transfer of people, lack of
financial and technical resources, reduced persistence etc). Against this empirical evidence,
it is noteworthy that in Delhi's Bhagidari initiative there has been 41-70% 'success' rate.

Bhagidari has sustained, and in fact increased, people's motivation for participation in
governance and bringing about a positive change - the evidence for this can be gathered from
the number of registered RWAs that have joined the process over the years, starting from 20
in year 2000 to nearly 1900 by the end of year 2008; even now there are 386 registered
RWAs waiting to join the "Bhagidari" initiative. This level of commitment is possible when
results are achieved at the grassroots level, and specially those results that have brought about
a visible change in citizen's quality of life at the colony/housing-complex or market level.

Further, evidence can be gathered from the international acclaim that the Bhagidari initiative
has received (UN Award, CAPAM Award).

This chapter is based on an analysis and documentation of data from the following sources:
4.1 10 Bhagidari workshops conducted during 2006 - 2008:
a. 6 Three-day Bhagidari workshops on Citizen's Participation in Governance on Civic
Issues
b. 2 One-day Bhagidari workshops on "Right to Information"
c.

1 Three-day Bhagidari workshop for "Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis"

d.

1 Three-day Bhagidari workshop on Improving Public Service Delivery

4.2 6 One-day BhagidariReview workshops: Completed projects at colony levels, December 2007
4.3 4 Half-day 'experience sharing" workshops for RWAs/MTAs, Stree Shakti. Eco-clubs and VKS
members
4.4 Submission of 'success stories' by various Bhagidars, for the Bhagidari Newsletters 2006-08
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4.5 Recall and documentation

of 'success stories' of2006-2008:

by RWAs and Officers of various

departments, Feb 2011.
It needs to be borne in mind that while the reporting period is 2006-2008, the Bhagidari process has

been on-going, and growing, since the year 2000 - hence, some projects may have started just before
2006 but continued to progress in different ways, and at a certain point become sustainable. The
overlap is a signal of positive partnership. Overall, the totality of the effort, time and results, by both
the citizens and the officials, is a good measure of achievement and citizens' partnership in
governance.

14.1 10 Bhagidari workshops conducted during 2006 - 2008:
As mentioned earlier, each Bhagidari workshop is needs-based and designed to promote
multiple stakeholder partnership. It triggers the face-to-face process of a future partnership
and is the first event at which the citizens and the officials sit together for the first time.
While both groups may wish to attain a common positive end-result, they start with the
ground realities

0 Delhi's

situation, and describe their own 'expectations' and 'boundaries'.

To enhance their potential for future partnership, ACORD has devised the process of 'Design
Team' workshops: which takes place at least two weeks prior to the large-group
workshop, for a group of all stakeholders. The 'Design Team; workshop helps build
'ownership' of the Theme and Purpose of the Bhagidari workshop: as these arejointly
worked out, hence the design is not only relevant but also acceptable to both groups and all
stakeholders. All the Bhagidari workshops during the reporting period were preceded by
Design Team workshops which helped build rapport amongst various stakeholders, and
helped frame priority issues for the subsequent Large Group Workshop.

a. 6 Three-Day Bhagidari workshops on Citizen's
Participation in Governance on Civic Issues
HI compliment the role of RWAs in bringing substantial improvement in maintenance of
parks, street lights, enhancement of green area and implementation of various people-friendly
schemes through Bhagidari programme. The relationship between the people and the
Government is unbreakable as it has been gradually cemented by both the sides. " - Chief
Minister (at the Bhagidari workshop, September 2007).
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Dates

Districts

No. of
Participants

Theme

Purpose

25-27 May
2006

East, North
East & West

Approx 310
(± 5)

Meaningful
Democracy Through
Bhagidari

Bhagidari Sabsay Nyari
Adhikar Suljhaye Samasya
Sari

Approx.290
(±5)

Bhagidari Ka Prayas
- Dilli Ka Vikas

Dilli Ko Chamkayenge -

Approx.340
(±5)

Dilli Sarkar Hamari Bhagidar

13 -15
February
2007
30 August.
-

1
September
2007
19 - 21
September
2007

South,
South West
and West
North,
North-West
and Central

East, NorthEast and
New Delhi

Approx.305
(±5)

Sabki Jimmedari Bhagidari -

Bhagidari Apnayenge.
Dilli Me Ayi Bhagidari,
Sab Mein Sudhar Lana
Hai,
Jan - Jan Jaagrit Kar,
Sabko Sath Chalana Hai.
Bhagidari Mila Hamein
Aisa Vardan,
Janta - Sarkar Kare
Milkar Samadhan

1-3
November
2007

South,
South-West
and West

Approx.305
(+5)

5-7
November
2007

All Nine
Revenue
Districts

Approx.165
(+5)

Bhagidari Hui Saakaar

Samasyaon Se Nijaat,
Bhagidari Ke Saath.

Aapki iIamari
Bhagidari

Meri Dilli Bane Mahaan,
Bhagidari Aisa Vardaan

The "Design Team" process (prior to the large group workshop) ensured that real local level issues
were included for discussion.
A crucial feature of the Bhagidari workshops is that discussion is aimed to build consensus, to ensure
there is joint 'ownership' amongst the multiple stakeholders to find solutions to the issues under
discussion. This feature results in dialogue that may often start with differences of view, but ends
with an appreciation of diverse perspectives and a 'joint solution' to move forward, based on the
multi-stakeholder group consensus.
Overall, the following table lists the key issues covered in these 6x3-day Bhagidari workshops and the
stakeholder departments involved in finding solutions and making improvements in partnership with
the RWAs:
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Key Issues

Departmental Partner

Water supply

Delhi Jal Board

Electricity supply

DISCOMS: BSES (BYPL, BRPL) and NDPL

Security & Safety (specially of senior citizens,
women and children)

Delhi Police

Maintenance and upgrading of drainage and
sewerage systems

Delhi Jal Board

Sanitation & cleanliness at colony level

Municipal Corporation of Delhi

Growth & Maintenance of parks & trees

Civic agencies (MCD / NDMC / PWD / DDA
etc)

Repair and maintenance of roads, public toilets,
baraat ghars, community centres etc

Civic agencies (MCD / PWD / DDA etc)

Environment (noise/air/surface pollution, Clean
& Green Delhi) and fire safety

Department of Environment, Eco-clubs

Transport & Traffic Management, including
parking

Delhi Police, Transport Department

Each workshop started with a rapport-building session, which gave the participants an opportunity to
reflect together on the progress Delhi City had made in the last decade, as well as to list the minus
points that needed attention.
Paradoxically, as seen in the table below, some items appear in both lists, depending on the revenue
district that the participants represented - this was expected. It reinforced the different priority needs
of various parts of Delhi, and helped the participants to focus on local development issues and
promote their participation in governance.
Delhi's PLUS and MINUS points as reported by the participants ofBhagidari workshops - each list
below is to be read independently as they are not linked horizontally:

PLUS points of Delhi

MINUS points of Delhi

Bhagidari initiative

Unauthorised encroachments

Delhi Metro

Poor implementation of law and order

Greener City

Non-repair of street lights
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Better Roads and Flyovers (eases traffic)

Colony roads in poor condition/disrepair;
parking facilities

Heritage city - cosmopolitan

Poor solid waste management;
disposal

- diversity

Improvement

in water supply

Inadequate water supply

Improvement

in electricity supply

Electricity outages

poor

improper garbage

Hygiene & sanitation

Poor sanitation and cleanliness

Good medical facilities

Inadequate hospitals and dispensaries

Better education facilities

Lack of community centres

Reduction in pollution levels (air/noise/surface):
and introduction of CNG

Poly-bags not banned; chemicals/fertilizers and
insecticides are pollutants; untreated sewage in
Yamuna

Improvement in infrastructure: e.g. construction
of roads in unauthorized colonies

Stray animals; poor bus transport; traffic
problems; safety and security problems;

Through discussion, analysis and improved understanding of ground reality, resource constraints and
perspectives of different stakeholders, participants found some robust solutions, by consensus, for
implementation in their colonies after the workshop. Some solutions are listed below as examples:
Issue

Solutions and suggestions for follow-up 'partnership'

Safety & Security

RWAs to make lists of senior citizens; install alarm bells; magic eye, door
security chain; organize awareness programmes; self-defence skills
training for women and children

action

Delhi Police also to maintain a record of senior citizens; assign beat
constable to visit; verify servants & other domestic staff; increase
patrolling in sensitive areas like parks, markets, schools; surprise visits in
collaboration with RWA; periodical meetings with RWA and members
Sanitation &
Cleanliness

RWAs to arrange door-to-door garbage collection; keep list of MCD staff
and monitor work jointly; place dustbins at various points; organize
awareness programmes; should be authorized to certify the work done by
MCD staff.
MCD to provide sufficient garbage collection points; or outsource to
private agencies that can be monitored by R WA; assign safai karamcharis
as per requirement of the area; check stray animals around garbage bins;
safai karamcharis to report to RWA and get work completion certified;
MCD to create compost pits in parks; organize awareness programmes
along with RWA; joint monthly cleaning drive to involve people to stop
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littering etc
Water

RW As and Delhi Jal Board should raise awareness about water
conservation

and installing rain water harvesting system; replace old water

pipes in a planned, phased manner; R WAs to report on leakage, misuse and
theft of water; promote recycling of water for gardening.
Electricity

DISCOMS and R WAs to do awareness programmes
conservation,

on electricity

consumption and safety issues; promote CFL usage;

immediate action and information in case of breakdown; joint monitoring
of meters as per load demand and power theft.
Drainage & Sewerage

system

Regular repair, maintenance and replacement of old drains/sewer pipes can be monitored jointly and done in a planned, phased manner; MCD and
DJB to do regular de-silting of colony sewer lines and public roads and
inform RWA to monitor; do joint awareness programmes for citizens, not
to put poly-bags etc in the open drains; open drains should be covered with
perforated slabs; regular spray of pesticides should be done by MCD's
Health department.

Repair and maintenance
of roads, community
centres, baraat ghars,
public toilets etc

Joint monitoring by RWAs, MCD and PWD: quality and completion of
work should be done after joint inspection; repairs of roads and by-lanes or
road-cutting to be done on priority basis; joint inspection to spot pot-holes
and repairs required plus monitor road cleanliness; similar monitoring for
community centres and other public places.

Increase 'green' cover
& improve environment

R WAs and Horticulture Department MCD to arrange tree plantation
drives; distribute free saplings/tree guards to RWAs; colony parks may be
handed over to RWAs with financial help from the government; reduce air
pollution by promoting car pooling, pollution check campaigns through
eco-clubs; encourage use of public transport; organize awareness
campaigns.

Perceived benefits of the Bhagidari workshops:
As mentioned earlier, participation in a Bhagidari workshop acts as a 'trigger' to start a partnership
dialogue amongst the citizens and officials of various government departments. By the end of the
third day, both groups have an enhanced understanding of each other's perspective, issues, problems
and, through consensus, draw up solutions that help to move towards a 'win-win' situation with
confidence and trust. While many may have started on day 1 with apprehension and lack of trust, the
processes, content and facilitation by ACORD ensures that they leave on day 3 with "discovery of
common-ground", and energy to implement colony projects through various agencies of the Delhi
government, and thattoo in a spirit of partnership and joint action.
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"All concerned agencies should concentrate on concrete suggestions submitted by the RWAs which
have transformed themselves into active partners in development. "- Chief Minister
Bhagidari

workshop, September

(at the

2007).

b. 2 One-Day Bhagidari workshops on "Right to Information"
While the Government of India implemented the Right to Information Act with effect from 12
October 2005, the Government of Delhi enacted the "Delhi Right to Information Act" much earlier in
the year 2001.

"The Government of India and the State Governments expect to gain from the benefit of experience of
Government ofNCT Delhi in implementation ofRT!." -Chief Information Commissioner.
These two workshops were organized for the citizens groups (Bhagidars) in which about 1500 citizen
groups from all the 9 revenue districts and 400 Public Information Officers/ Asst Public Information
Officers participated. In designing and facilitating these workshops ACORD's brief was to analyse
the strengths and weaknesses ofRTI, how to improve Delhi through RTI and utilization of Public
Grievance Commission to improve civic life.
As per ACORD's norms of pre-workshop "Design Team Workshop" the theme and purpose of the
workshops was decided by the multiple stakeholders themselves as follows:

Dates

Districts

No. of
Participants

Theme

Purpose

3ra August
2006

North-West,
South-West,
South and
West

Approx.8S0
(±S)

SoochnaKa
Adhikaar:
Jagrook Bhagidar

Soochna Adhikar
Ki Jankari-

East, NorthEast,
Central,
North and
New Delhi

Approx.8S0
(±S)

4tn August
2006

Jan-Jan Mein Jagaye
Bhagidari.
Soochna Se
Jan-Shakti

Saralta Spashtata Se
Soochna
Ka Adhikar Miley Jan-Jan Ko Bhagidari se
Pyar Aur Adhikar Miley.
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Participants analysed the following strengths and weaknesses of the RTI Act - please read each list
independently, as they are not linked horizontally.

Strengths of RTI

Weaknesses of RTI

-Greater transparency and accountability in
government functioning

-PIOs not empowered to take disciplinary action,
and no financial and administrative powers given
to implement the provisions of the Act.

-Control on corruption

-No centralized single-window RTI Cell in each
department

-Empowerment of citizens to exercise their
constitutional rights
-Excellent help-line to resolve the problems of
the citizens

-Scope for misuse by citizens: to settle personal
disputes, since there is no penalty clause
-No protection from the information seeker from
the corrupt officials

-Getting correct and accurate information in a
time-bound manner
-Gives a feeling of being a part of a democratic
system

-Lack of public awareness about usefulness of
RTI - so irrelevant and baseless information is
being called for
-RTI Act does not make distinction between
"information" and "explanation" being sought
under the Act
-Lack of motivation of officials in imparting with
the required information

Presentations and discussions were organized with the Chairman of Public Grievances Commission
and Secretary, Administrative Reforms.
Participants suggested several

solutions

for making the RTI Act effective, and some are listed

below as examples:
-Wide publicity of the Act needed, through awareness/education programmes, print and electronic
media: for both, the public and the officials.
-Greater participation of RWAs and NGOs in public policy development and implementation.
-Procedures should be reviewed to make them more simple and public-friendly.
-RTI should be restricted to issues of public interest/problems only
-Periodic review/assessment of the functioning of government departments, and more information
should be made available in the public domain through websites
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-Provide security to officials against the misuse ofRTI Act.

c. 1Three-day Bhagidari workshop for "Vidyalaya Kalyan
Samitis"
Since its start-up of reforms in the school education sector, results of the Delhi government schools
have improved substantially. A key component of the reforms initiative was the setting up of
VidyaJaya Kalyan Samitis (VKS). The aim of this Bhagidari workshop was "to review and
strengthen the functioning of the VKS system." It was attended by Principals, Vice-Principals who
were officers, President, Vice-President ofVKS of28 zones, of the Directorate of Education,
Members of Parent-Teacher Associations, representatives ofNGOs and RWAs, Teachers as well as
students who are an important stakeholder in the area of education.
"Students would also be nominated on Vidyalya Kalyan Samitis to make them effective and active and
playa constructive role to improve their schools. " -Chief Minister (Bhagidari workshop, October
2006).

Dates.

Districts

No. of
Participants

Theme

Purpose

26-28
October
2006

All 9 revenue
districts
(covering all
28 zones of
Dteof
Education)

285

Bhagidari - Ek
Sahayog Swaroop

VKS Ka Safal Prayas
Vidyalya Ka Samuchit
Vikas

ACORD designed and facilitated this Bhagidari workshop as per norms for large group interactive
workshops. Firstly, the participants analysed the strengths and weaknesses ofVKS as follows:
Strengths of VKS

Weaknesses ofVKS

-Educational standards, including results, have
improved.

-Lack of cooperation and coordination amongst
various VKS members

-Improved maintenance of schools.

-Some VKS members impose obstacles in
smooth functioning ofVKS

-Feeling of 'belongingness' has increased, due to
the involvement of the community
-VKS members helped get rid of unsocial
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-Too much political interference in day-to-day
functioning of schools

elements outside the school premises, such as
wine-shop, pan and cigarette shop

-Limitation on the use of funds
-Sometimes vested interests prevail

-VKS provides a social audit or check on public
funds/resources
-VKS provides good interaction amongst
stakeholders (teachers, parents, social workers,
RWAs, Principals) to make improvements
-Sharing of ideas and experiences has been value
addition overall

Participants agreed by consensus that the two main focus functions of VKS so far had been:
- improvement of the school facilities
- provision of electricity facility, water arrangement, toilet cleanliness and overall school cleanliness
To make further

improvements,

participants agreed by consensus on the following issues (some

examples):
- criteria for membership ofVKS (select those with interest in educational issues, time and social
service attitude, could be senior citizens and retired officials of same neighbourhood. Government
nominee should be resourceful to coordinate with the government agencies).
- improving academic performance of students (extra coaching for weak students; using
technology and other aids; awards for good performance; reward regular attendance; ensure
sufficient number of teachers; motivate parents and group discussions in classes).
- improving teachers' performance (through compulsory refresher trainings/workshops; awards;
well-equipped classrooms, laboratories, libraries; periodical visits ofVKS Members/Principal in the
class rooms).
- improving students' performance in co-curricular activities (recognize talent and award with
prizes, certificates and scholarships; arrange special coaches; exposure visits/historical tours;
participation in inter-school competitions; arrange hobby clubs for indoor/outdoor activities;
earmark funds for VKS to encourage students for all-round better performance).
- improving maintenance and cleanliness of the school building (joint committee with students to
monitor cleanliness; raise awareness; moral education to students regarding cleanliness; VKS
members should inspect schools frequently for cleanliness; pursue Delhi Jal Board for water supply,
clean drains and efficient sewer lines; outsource cleaning services; provide basic training for
plumber/electrician/carpenter trades to students under SUPW).
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- improving implementation of schemes for students' benefit (crate awareness among parents and
students; free supply of text books/uniform; supervision of sports, vocational education and IT skills
by VKS; school labs and libraries to be better equipped).
- increasing the involvement of community members in educational programmes (raise
awareness of parents and students; do workshops/rallies/nukkad nataks/film shows etc on the need
for education; VKS members to approach parents of drop-out children and motivate them; VKS
should reward students having 90 -100% attendance in schools).
"The set-up ofVKS is a big achievement of the Education Department. Through this plan not only
academic environment of the schools has improved but also Board examination results have been
increased by 25% in previous three years. "- Secretary Education at that time (at the VKS
Bhagidari workshop, October 2006)

d.· 1 Three-day Bhagidari workshop on Improving Public
Service Delivery
For any government it is a perpetual challenge to meet citizen's expectations and demands for
efficient from a public service delivery, within limited available resources. Delhi Government's
"Bhagidari" initiative has aimed to bridge that gap and enhance bonding amongst multiple
stakeholders, thereby promoting citizen's partnership in governance in a democratic manner.
"...the Bhagidari scheme has empowered the citizens of Delhi; thefunctioning of Government
departments has improved and has become more cordial and this movement has helped the Delhi
government in effective solving of various problems. The Bhagidari movement has not only been
appreciated at national level but also by the international agencies, such as United Nations Public
Service Award-2005 for "improving transparency, accountability and responsiveness" in the public
service category. " - Chief Minister (at the Bhagidari workshop, October 2006).
ACORD designed and facilitated it Bhagidari workshop on improving public service delivery, with
the aim of enhancing quality of public service, and provide a better experience to the citizens in their
dealings with government departments.
Dates

Districts

No. of
Participants

Theme

Purpose

12 -14
October
2006

West, South
and SouthWest Delhi

245

Bhagidari Se Jan Sewa

Kushal Jan Sewa TantraBhagidari Ka Naya Mantra
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It is noteworthy that 57 government departments/agencies, involved in public dealing, participated

through their representatives in this Bhagidari workshop, as listed below:

1. Finance
2. Planning
3. Power
4. Transport
5. Education
6. Administrative Reforms
7. Delhi Metro Rail Transport Corporation
8. DJB
9. DTC
10. Food & Supplies
11. Divisional commissioner
12. Excise
13. NDMC
14.MCD
15. DSCSE
16. Delhi Police
17. VAT
18. Information & Publicity
19. Irrigation & Flood
20. Environment & Forest
21. Family Welfare
22. Health Services
23. PFAlDrug Controller
24. Social Welfare
25. UTCS
26. Deputy Commissioner (Revenue)
27. Economic & Statistics
28. Delhi Agriculture Marketing Board
29. Delhi Fire Service
30. Anti Corruption
31. DISCOMS (BSES & NDPL)
32. Pay & Accounts Office
33. Election
34. Cooperatives
35. Consumer Affairs
36. Directorate of SC/ST/OBC
37. Employment
38. GAD
39. Home
40. IT
41. Industries
42. Land & Building
43. Law & Judicial
44. Labour
45. Hospitals, Govt. ofNCT of Delhi
46. Prosecution
47.PWD
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48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Services
TIE
Vigilance
DSSSB
A & U Tibbia College

53. DFC
54. DSIDC
55. DTIDC
56. Delhi Transco Limited
57. Delhi Khadi Village Industries.
At the outset, participants analysed the strengths and weaknesses of the public delivery system in
Delhi, and by consensus provided the following feedback - please read each column independently,
as they are not linked horizontally:
Strengths of the public delivery system

Weaknesses of the public delivery system

- Bhagidari concept

- Uneven distribution of public goods, low
quality of services, poor work culture,
inadequate usage of technology

- Better communication channels in service
provider venues - convenience for customers
- improvement of public transport system through
Metro Rail System and multi-level flyovers
- creation of infrastructure and skilled manpower
- E-govemance and introduction of Help-lines in
various pub1ic departments
- Significant improvement in pollution control

- Overlapping/contradictory commands,
provision of statutes/judicial orders etc
- Mismatch of powers, duties and resources
- Casual/indifferent attitude of first-level
functionaries in the frontline jobs; lack of
effective reception and information counters

- Lack of single-window system

- Introduction ofRTI and Citizens' Charterincreased awareness amongst citizens of Delhi
about their rights
- Education reforms: easy access and admissions
in government schools

- Political interference
- Pilferage and poor distribution of amenities for
the public
- Cumbersome procedures and red-tape hampers
quality of service

- Public servants more responsive and
accountable, despite resource constraints

- Lack of coordination amongst different
departments

- Benefits of various schemes for different
sections of society, such as senior citizens,
disadvantaged etc
- More public-friendly programmes
- Better IT infrastructure and on-line services
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Some examples of the various points/suggestions generated by the participants by consensus on
various issues were as follows:
- How to reduce citizen's time and effort (required in dealing and follow-up with officials)through e-governance; single window delivery system; on-line availability of forms; creation and
maintenance of front office desk; decentralisation and delegation of work and power; deployment of
adequate and skilled manpower; increased awareness about availability of services.
- How to reduce citizen's cost - through one window, within the district with sufficient parking
space; on-line submissions; e-governance; well-trained personnel; outsourcing of front office; door
step delivery of items like bills and ration card, license, building plans, birth and death certificates.
- How to improve the quality of services by government departments - through participation of
citizens in crucial policy making and its implementation; training of officials; use of
appropriate/latest technology to minimize human interface; work completed on time-bound basis;
provision of performance-based benefits; monitoring mechanism with accountability; review of
rules and procedures to simplify and conduct public education programmes.
- How to improve fairness, impartiality and equity (of decisions and actions) - through
simplification of rules and procedures; rewards and punishment on performance; regular training
and feedback for attitudinal change; adherence to deadlines as per Citizen's Charter; minimizing
political and administrative interference; transparency and accountability at every level; external
social audit.
- How to improve convenience and comfort (provided to citizens) - through comfortable waiting
lounge, help-desk, with basic amenities and service with smile and guidance on first-come-firstserved basis; priority to senior citizens and women, special arrangements for physically challenged;
maximum decentralization of offices for easy access; setting up consumer care centres; display of
Citizen's Charter atthe Reception; trained facilitators/supervisory staff in public dealing areamaintaining decency, politeness, patient hearing with cooperation for citizen's satisfaction.
- How to improve attitude, language/communication

and behavior of officials (front line staff and

higher levels) with citizens - through regular periodical behavioural training, counseling and
benchmarking; rational and scientific distribution of work i.e. avoid overloading of work and time
rotation of staff; reward and recognition of officials with excellent behaviour to motivate others.
- How to achieve "honest and clean" service delivery - through adopting modern accounting
system; random checking and punitive action; proper monitoring of performance of officials and
strict adherence to Citizen's Charter; transparency in procedures; withdrawal of political
interference; effective delegation with clarity.
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- How to get and utilize continuous feedback from citizens on customer satisfaction - through
performance tracking system, based on feedback from citizens; easy availability of feedback forms
at all public dealing areas; suggestions through drop boxes, feedback registers/cards and electronic
telecommunication, i.e. email, telephone, SMS); periodic review of action on feedback received;
action upon feedback to overcome shortcoming.
"At the end of the workshop, as suggested by the participants, the Chief Minister agreed to constitute
a Task Force to evaluate and improve thefunctioning of all the Departments. The CMfurther
explained that the availability of the Citizen's Charter and the platform for Right to Information Act
are proving to be very popular and effective measures for improving transparency in the
governance and public delivery system. " - (reported in the Bhagidari Newsletter, October 2006).

4.2 6 One-Day Bhagidari Review workshops: Completed projects at
colony levels, December 2007

The aim of this series ofBhagidari review workshops was to consolidate the various initiatives of the
government departments and citizens' groups, refresh the representatives of the citizen groups about
the achievements in the Bhagidari journey and devise a way forward.
"The credit goes to citizen-government partnership for successful implementation of government
schemes and for strengthening the Bhagidari concept of Delhi Government. " -Chief Minister Delhi
(at the Diamond Jubilee Celebration of Bhagidari workshops, December 2007).

Dates

Districts

No. of
Participants

Theme

Purpose

12
December
2007

South West
and New
Delhi

Approx.760
(±5)

Bhagidari Chali

13
December
2007

South

Aao Hum Sub Bhagidari
Apnaye,
Dilli Ko Vishwastariya
Banaye

Approx.390
(±5)

14
December
2007

North West

Approx ..470 Bhagidari (±5)
Dilli Nyari

Dilli Khili

Bhagidari Ek Samajik
Vichar,
Sab Samasyaon Ka Ho
Uddhar
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15
December
2007

16
December
2007

East

Approx.532
(+5)

Bhagidari -

Jan-Jan Ki Hai Yahi
Pukar,

Sanyukt Prayas

West and
North

Approx.710
(+5)

Bhagidari - Unnati
Evam Vikas

Bhagidari Pahuche Uske
Dwar
Jagrukta Vikas
Samriddhi,.
Bhagidari Se Adhikar
Vridhi

17
December
2007

Central and
North East

Approx.700
(+5)

Bhagidari -

Dilli Ke Jan Aur
Adhikari,

Pragati Path
Karen Avlokan Bhagidari

Each day the workshop started with participants'

views on the PLUS and MINUS points about the

Bhagidari scheme, presented briefly in the table below - please read each column independently, as
they are not linked horizontally:
.PLUS points of Bhagidari scheme

MINUS points of Bhagidari scheme

- Bhagidari is the root of democracy

- Lack of accountability of officials; delay in
decision-making process

Working very well: many development projects
with RWAs being done; enables grassroot
participation, facilitates workable solutions

- Govt. officials often stop taking interest and
leave the work on RWAs, work suffers
- Poor sections of the society not being involved
in Bhagidari

- Improvement noticed in basic working of
departments: improved relationship between
citizens and government; better interaction,
coordination and awareness between
government and R WAs

- Lack of role clarity of various agencies vis-avis problems to be solved, resulting in delays
and frustrations

- Bhagidari gives a sense of "ownership" and
partnership plus a greater sense of
responsibility and accountability

- Absence of frequent regular monitoring
meetings at appropriate level

- RWAs have been provided a voice, platform,
awareness and now a fund (My Delhi, I Care)

- Gap between concept and implementation;
RWAs should be strengthened to implement
- Public not well-aware about the concept of
Bhagidari - lack of proper dissemination of
information about involvement of RWAs

- Very good mechanism for successful joint
participation, mutual understanding,
information dissemination and work between
citizens and government agencies

- A lot of commitments made, but not solved

- Improved utilization and check of funds

- Outcomes ofBhagidari are not being
implemented satisfactorily and timely
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The key issue for discussion was the successfully completed colony-level
evidence through submissions

projects: an analysis of

made by the participants shows a total number of3238 projects in a

range of civic issues. The table below categorises the project theme areas and district-wise

successful

projects:
AN ANALYSISOF SUCCESSFULLYCOMPLETED DISTRICTLEVELPROJECTS IN DELHIUNDER" BHAGIDARI"
South
West &

Serial
A

B
C
D
E
F

G
H
J
K
L

M
N
0

P
Q

R
S
T
U
V

W

Project theme
Water supply system
Sewage
Drainage
Sanitation/Garbage cleaning

New
Delhi
Day 1
53
33
20
35
22

Billcollection & payment of :
Water/Elec./House Tax etc.
Electricity
16
Parks
32
Tree cover/greenery
20
Senior Citizens
14
Safety & Security
28
Encroachment removal
4
Rain-water harvesting
4
Colony roads
29
Backlanes
1
Environment
4
Pollution reduction/removal
4
Mosquitoes/flies reduction
19
Street lighting
34
Water logging
5
Composting
0
Colony traffic/parking
3
Conservation:
water/electricity
2
Any other*
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TOTAL

432

South
Day2
33
22

North
West
Day 3
52
33
19
24
19

13

24
16
22
16
9
6
8
2
12

32
41
12

East
Day4
71

30
26
40
43

West &
North
DayS

Central &
North
East
Day6

Total

80
43
43
56
43

88
53
46
66
41

377
214
167
245
184

49
34
19

58
37
33
32
35
26
5
60
12
10
6
27
69

8
0
2
7
19
3
5
1

3
31
7
4
2
15
34
5
0
2

41
41
28
20
24
8
3
41
10
9
7
19
44
12
4
5

39
26
6
53
8
9
12
20
62
11
2
10

12.
0
4

218
201
121
110
158
79
33
241
46
36
33
107
262
48
11
25

1
46

2
37

2
51

4
61

4
62

15
307

302

422

579

717

786

3238

11

24
13

27

27

* Any other includes Schools/Education/Community Centres /TransportiVoter
Widow's Pensions/Public HealthlLegalliteracy,
etc.
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Cards/

I

(The above is based on written data submitted by those who participated in the review
workshops. However, it may be noted that the Bhagidari Newsletter December 2007
reported that a total of 5060 successful projects had been completed - possibly including
those that were taken up independently by departments/civic agencies).
The following picture emerged in an analysis of highest number of projects in which results
had been achieved; firstly the priority was in water supply and sanitation related projects:
Central
West
Water & Sanitation related
projects
A

Water supply system

B

Sewage

C

Drainage

D

Sanitation/Garbage cleaning

E

Rain-water harvesting

F

Water logging

Analysis:
- Improving water
supply, and.
sanitation/garbage
cleaning were
priority areas
- More focus
could now be on
drainage,
water logging and
rain-water
harvesting.

South West
&New Delhi

53
33
20
35
4
5

South

North
West

33
22
13

24
12
5

52
33
19
24
3
5

East

71
30
26
40
3
12

&

&

North

North

East

80
43
43
S6
6
11

88
S3
46
66
S
12

90
80 ~------------~----~--~----

• Water supply system

70
60 ~------

--iI

50

• Sewage

40
II! Drainage

30

20
10

• Sanitation/Garbage
cleaning

o

• Rain-water harvesting

1M Water logging
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The second area of concern in which projects had been completed was regarding public spaces which
included encroachments, colony roads, traffic and poor quality of street lights:

West

A

Roads and Traffic:
Encroachment
removal

B

Colony roads

C

Back lanes

D

Street lighting
Colony
traffic/parking

E

South West &
New Delhi

4
29
1
34
3

70
,Analysis:
- Street lighting
was a priority in
every district,

South

2
27

North
West

&
East

North

Central &
North East

13

8

19

31
7
34

41
10
44

62

26
60
12
69

1

2

5

10

4

8

26
53
8

~------------------------=-_

60 ,J..-~------------~50

40
30 J..-:::-II------

II Encroachment removal

followed by

20

• Colony roads

Colony roads.
- share lessons
in
encroachment
removal?

10

!llI Back,lanes

o .jA~

• Street lighting
JIll Colony traffic/parking
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Thirdly, a large number of projects related to a cleaner and greener Delhi, with the
engagement of R WAs in colony parks etc:

Environment/Pollution
A

Parks

B

Tree cover/greenery

C

Environment

D

Pollution reduction/removal

E

Composting

F

Conservation: water/electricity

Parks/Greenery Projects

32
20
04
04
00
02

16
9
0
2
5
1

Analysis:

45 ~--~---.--------.------.---."

- Extensive work done on parks
and increasing tree cover and

40

greenery.
- share lessons in composting and
conservation, to promote these
- People may have different
perceptions of environment
as a category.

41
12
4
2
0
2

41
28
9
7
4
2

34
19
9
12
2
4

37
33
10
6
0
4

I Parks

35 ~------~~~------._-30

25 l.+~"-~M~M"___
20 J-L--15 ~~~--~--~--~--aFw~
10
5

o

I Tree cover/greenery
III Environment

I Pollution

reduction/removal
IliComposting
ill Conservation:

water/electricity

At these workshops it was clear that the RWAs and participants were pleased that a new fund
titled "My Delhi I Care" Fund had been created, with Rs.50 lakhs delegated to DC's for
projects in their geographical jurisdictions, in partnership with RWAs or MTAs. Participants
made several suggestions on improving the working effectiveness of this Fund, such as:

- raise public awareness about "My Delhi ICare" fund
- RWAs should be associated for approval of projects to be funded from this fund
- Project executing agencies should work in collaboration with the RWA
- Apart from government approval, independent evaluators' approval must be required
- Annual elections of RWAs should be made compulsory before disbursal of funds to any
RWA
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- Details of works sanctioned and completed should be published.
- Time-bound processes and procedures needed for release of fund, approval of estimated
execution of works and supervision
- Promote solar energy for street lights
- Recreational facilities for children/old people could be funded.
- The Fund may be used for planting trees on road dividers.
- A separate team to implement and monitor this Fund.

From the initial days of experiment, several citizens' groups had started recording success
stories of their partnership in government.
suggest a

With that practical experience they were able to

way forward for Bhagidari. Some examples are listed below:

- There should be more workshops in rural areas
- Bhagidari projects should be advertised in electronic as well as print media
- Ensure transparency in utilization of funds
- More active involvement of RWAs needed: with participation in workshops as well as
follow-up work
- Project achievements should be shared more widely
- More power should be given to RWAs
- More monitoring by HODs and Chief Secretary will accelerate project progress

"...the success of Eco-clubs in schools has prompted Delhi Government to constitute 'civic
clubs' in all schools of Delhi to make children good and responsible citizens ...a special
campaign would be launched in year 2008 keeping in view the health aspects of children and
senior citizens to turn all parks safe and green under Bhagidari initiative. " -Chief Minister,
Valedictory Address of the Review Workshops, December 2007

"The Government has endorsed the interest shown by citizen groups in local development
activities and in the process of good governance by starting Annual Bhagidari Award scheme
under which successful Bhagidari groups are awarded every year for their good work" reported in the Bhagidari Newsletter, December 2007

The perceived benefits of these 6 Review workshops were that they provided an excellent
platform for information and knowledge sharing and dissemination. While there was
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immense enthusiasm amongst citizen groups to showcase their development projects, there
was a distinct sense of pride amongst the government officials also on the importance and
success of community level partnership in good governance, and further encouraged publicdealing departments to show more devotion for providing improved and better services. A hot
topic of debate was making effective use of the new fund "My Delhi I Care" based on local
needs and through joint action by citizen groups and government departments.

4.3 4 Half-Day 'experience sharing" workshops for RWAsIMTAs, Stree
Shakti. Eco-clubs and VKS members
As reported in Chapter 3, for the first time, the Annual Bhagidari Utsav (Bhagidari Mela + Exhibition
of projects) was organized over 2 days in 2007 - a unique feature was the inclusion of 'experience
sharing" workshops to disseminate the information, knowledge and replicable aspects of several
Bhagidari initiatives.

S.
No
1.

Workshops

Dates

Participating Group

Participants

Experience Sharing
Bhagidari Workshop for
"RW AsIMTAs"

2 February 2007

RWAslMTAs of all
Nine Revenue Districts
of Delhi

Approx.400
(±5)

2.

Experience Sharing
Bhagidari Workshop for
"Eco-Clubs"

3 February 2007

Eco-Clubs of all Nine
Revenue Districts
of Delhi

Approx.140
(±5)

3.

Experience Sharing
Bhagidari Workshop for
"Vidyalaya Kalyan
Samitis"

3 February 2007

Vidyalaya Kalyan
Samitis of all Nine
Revenue Districts
of Delhi

Approx.335
(±5)

4

Experience Sharing
Bhagidari Workshop for
"Stree Shakti"

3 February 2007

"Stree Shakti" of all
Nine Revenue Districts
of Delhi

Approx.400
(+5)

Each workshop focused on (a) benefits that had accrued through participatory governance promoted
by Bhagidari processes; and (b) recommendations for further evolution and development of
Bhagidari.
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Some of the perceived benefits highlighted by the

RW AslMTAs

are given below: (Note:

figures in brackets refer to the number of table-groups comprising 6-8 members of multiple
stakeholders that listed the benefits):

Improvements in Infrastructure:
•

Improvement in living standards in Delhi- Delhi Metro, Roads, Flyovers and Under
passes (12)

•

Improvement in Power and Water Supply (7)

•

Improvements in development of Sonia Vihar project in improving water supply (5)

Improvement in the Environment
•

Greenery / Plantation cover (6)

•

Overall Cleanliness (6)

•

Rainwater Harvesting (6)

•

Decrease in pollution levels (5)

•

Solid Waste Management (4)

Good Governance:
•

Transparency and Accountability in Functioning of Government (16)

•

Awareness among Residents and RWA' s about departments and where, whom to go
for redressal of Problems (12)

•

Co-ordination between Government of Delhi and RWAs (10)

•

Easy to get the problems solved through Bhagidari (8)

•

Accessibility to Government Officials (7)

Other Achievements in general areas leading to improvement in civic issues and quality
of living standards in Delhi:
•

Improvement in the functioning of Delhi Government Schools through VKS (6)

Some recommendations made by consensus by RWAslMTAs for further evolution and
development of Bhagidari:
- More information sharing on projects through e-governance
- Redressal of problems on time-bound basis
- Development funds may be allocated to RWAs for specific projects
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- Development of solar energy on subsidized basis
- More Bhagidari workshops at zonal and ward levels; raise awareness through multi-media
- Need for better care for senior citizens

Some of the perceived benefits highlighted by the Eco-Clubs

are given below: (Note:figures

in brackets refer to the number of table-groups comprising 8-10 multiple stakeholders that listed the
benefits):

Steps for Protecting the Environment:
Increasing the green cover in Delhi:
•

Planting trees (24)

•

Herbal & medicinal gardens (9)

Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle:
•

Paper recycling (17)

•

Converting biodegradable waste into manure (16)

•

Ban of plastics and mass awareness of harmful effects(12)

•

Promoting use of cloth, paper, jute, bags (6)

Saving Precious Resources:
•

Save Electricity (9)

•

Save water (9)

•

Rain water harvesting (4)

Cleanliness Drives:
•

Cleanliness in schools (5)

•

Cleanliness drive for Yamuna river (7)

Safety during festivals:
•

Anti cracker drive (9)

•

Preparing Natural colors (7)

Increasing Awareness about the Environment:
Celebrating important days (8)
•

Earth Day

•

Vana Mahotsava
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•

World environment day

•

Ozone Day

Increasing Mass awareness:
•

In colonies around schools and residences by students (8)

•

climate change and effects on environment (6)

Solid- waste management
•

Solid waste management (11)

•

Segregation

ofbio-degradable

•

Segregation

of Non bio-degradable

waste(5)
waste(5)

Other Achievements in general areas:
•

Developing qualities like team-sprit, caring and respecting mother nature (3)

Some recommendations made by consensus by Eco-Clubs for further evolution and development of
Bhagidari:

,.

- More workshops/seminars/action projects on global issues on environment; health and hygiene; ewaste; cleaner Yamuna; solar energy; eco-friendly technologies;
- Paper recycling units in every school; more medicinal plants and more garbage bins in the city;
- Proper implementation of laws on environmental laws; monitoring body for inspection.

Some of the perceived benefits highlighted by the

Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis

are given

below: (Note: figures in brackets refer to the number of table-groups comprising 8-10 multiple
stakeholders that listed the benefits):

Infrastructure

improvements:

•

Maintenance of school building (34)

•

Maintenance of Electricity / water supply & gadgets (26)

•

Maintenance of class room furniture (chair, tables, blackboard etc) (13

•

Maintenance

•

Maintenance of toilets (6)

•

Providing of funds for infrastructure improvement in Schools (5)

•

Beautification

of school grounds( 11)

of school (5)
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Improvement in the overall cleanliness:
•

Cleanliness in school (21)

•

Cleanliness in toilets (14)

Improvement in the Green Cover:
•

Plantation Drive in school (10)

•

Eco-friendfy (9)

Other Achievements in general areas leading to the improving schools
•

Better co-operation / co-ordination among students / parents, teachers, school
administration, PWD, DJB, with Bhagidari support (20)

•

Improving in quality of education (6)

Some recommendations made by consensus by Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis for further evolution and
development ofBhagidari:
- Simplification of the process of sanction and utilization offunds; increase financial power of
Principals;
- Include more activities like Sports, educational tours;
- Involve students and parents in VKS meetings;
- Improve coordination amongst all concerned agencies to facilitate VKS work.

Some of the perceived benefits highlighted by the

Stree Shakti participants

are given below:

(Note:figures in brackets refer to the number of table-groups comprising 8-10 multiple stakeholders
that listed the benefits):

Health
• . Awareness about health (30)
•

Free Health Service, health checkup & medical services under one roof at door step
(25)

•

Sexual Health (16)

•

General Health (15)
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•

Balanced diet (15)

•

Child health (10)

•

Free Medical Treatment of Referral cases to Govt. Hospital and Dispensary (9)

•

Physical Health (8)

Employment

•
•
•
•

Employable opportunities (6)

•

Pension (5)

•
•

Legal rights of women (15)

Vocational Training (11)
Employment

(9)

Skill Development

(8)

Legal

Legal advice (3)

Other Achievements in general areas leading to the empowerment of women:
•

Social Empowerment

(18)

•

Economic Empowerment

(14)

•

Political Empowerment

•

Reach out to untouched areas and the poor women (8)

(14)

Some recommendations made by Stree Shakti groups for further evolution and development of
Bhagidari for Women's Empowerment & Development:
- Increase number of camps to enhance outreach; conduct baseline surveys before deciding on camp
sites; involve nurses and other para-medical staff and train more volunteers
- Focus Stree Shakti camps on HIV/AIDS and Breast Cancer
- Self-defense techniques should be taught to women, especially young girls in the camps.
- Need to create more opportunities to make women financially independent; computer training for
women; more networking required with Self-Help Groups and Mahila Mandals in women's
economic and social development
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4.4 Submission of 'success stories' by various Bhagidars, for the Bhagidari
Newsletters 2006-08
The monthly 'Bhagidari Newsletter' is an excellent vehicle for information dissemination, sharing of
experiences and recognizing the variety and range of work carried out by the RWAs and others who
have received Bhagidari Awards, to inspire other citizens' groups. Some 'success stories' are
highlighted here to capture the flavor of Bhagidari:

Issue Date of
Bhagidari
Newsletter report

'Success story' - work done through cooperation and participation in
governance by citizens' groups and government officials

April 2006 & March
2008

Munirka Vihar Welfare Association - associated with Bhagidari since year
2000 (and work on rainwater harvesting unit and other issues was
showcased to Ministers of Social Development of SAARC countries in
March 2008)

- Developed garbage dump into a green park; with medicinal plants; removal
of stray animals and unsocial elements; Vana Mahotsava with new saplings
held every July; 3 Rain water harvesting projects as per approved design of
CGWB.

-

Verification camps with local police; outsourced security service; identity
cards to part-time domestic workers and hawkers; separate parking space
for visitors

- with DJB, installed approved new magnetic meters; delivery and payment
of bills streamlined

- Regular coordination with civic agencies such as MCD, DJB, BSES on
sanitation, parks, water, electricity as well as with Area MLA and
Councillor
May 2006

Federation ofNaraina Vihar RWAs - awarded First Prize, Best Bhagidar
- with MCD, involved in greening of the area through ornamental parks
- with DJB and NDPL, solved BijIi and Pani issues
- Got the colony re-categorised from 'C' to 'D' by MCD; with PWD, Police
and Bhagidari Cell got the widening of Ring Road through Naraina as it
was causing extreme inconvenience and hardship; through MCD and DJB
got storm water drain causing pollution diverted and proper sewerage
system installed
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- with DC and CivilDefence,awarenessprogrammeson disaster
managementwith otheragencies
November 2006 &
Feb-March 2008

RWA Dilshad Colony - was without roads and drains for over 50 years.
By coordinating amongst various stakeholders, including elected
representatives, work started on the total length of road and drains of 19
kms to be constructed.
92 (trainee) lAS officers visited the colony to learn the Bhagidari
experience at first hand, at which a "Before/After" exhibition was
presented. After Bhagidari, the colony has provision of Ganga water
through DJB; provision of storm water, provision of street lights;
boundary wall; and several other facilities. RWA received the Second
Prize in Best Citizens Group for the year 2006-07.

April 2007

Royal Cooperative Group Housing Society. Rohini - the first society
that has adopted 100% energy conservation in the colony by replacing
all bulbs with energy efficient CFLs in staircases plus parking areas.
Prior to this energy consumption was 3909 units (Jan'06) and came
down to 1700 units (Feb'07) - i.e. more than 55%. All the residents are
using CFLs in bathroom, toilet, kitchen, reading room and balconies,

April 2007

RWA Vasant Kunj - has been active in maintenance and upgradation of
greenery and cleanliness in their area. It uses its own funding for these
as well as security arrangements through 19 guards and 6 personnel
involved in garbage collection. With DJB' s help it is utilizing treated
sewer water for watering the parks, thereby saving potable water.

July 2007 &
January 2008

In June 2007, Triveni II RWA organized "Samvaad se Samadhan" - an
innovative Bhagidari workshop with various civic agencies which
facilitated cooperation in various areas such as garbage segregation,
repair of public urinals; maintenance of parks; water harvesting at
booster station; construction of community hall etc. Work then started
in true Bhagidari spirit. ..
In December 2007, Triveni II RWA organized "UIlas-2007" in which
the RWA has started a new tradition of awards by citizen groups to the
government departments/civic agencies for efficient service delivery DJB, MTNL and DDA were awarded as departments, and two
individuals from Bhagidari Cell and Transport Department were also
given awards, in the presence of2500 adults and 500 children,
including elected representatives.

Someotherusefuland regularfeaturesof the Newsletterhavebeen:
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- letters from Bhagidars on their activities and initiatives, which help share information,

and motivate

other Bhagidars too.
- information on departments
development

and new initiatives by the government

(such as, Sanjha Prayas for

of slum and JJ clusters; launch of low floor buses; celebration

such as World Environment

of international

Day on 5 June; Citizen's Charter of various departments;

days,

health and

hospital related information).
- knowledge-based

information

on the back cover, on topical issues that can be easily disseminated

widely through the R WAs and other recipients of the Newsletter.

Some unique

'ripple-effects'

of the Bhagidari process and workshops that have been reported

through the Newsletter are:
- efforts by some R WAs to organize local level Bhagidari workshops with their members and l?cal
officials, to strengthen the partnership and find joint solutions to local problems;
- replication of the Bhagidari workshop format for sectoral improvement, such as the 'Srijan'
workshop for NDPL that was facilitated by ACORD, and proved to be a model that could be
replicated for other sectors too;
- meetings chaired by the Chief Minister with specific R WAs, or by the Chief Secretary -which have
. indeed accelerated the pace of progress in Bhagidari. RWAs appreciate invitations for discussions
(for example, proposed amendments to Police Act).

4.5 'Recall and Report' of 'success stories' of 2006-2008: by RWAs and
Officers of various departments, February 2011
Recall and retention are based on the quality of an experience. Positive experiences have a
higher recall and retention value when experienced authentically. Bhagidari processes
promote 'ownership' and multiple stakeholders experience it differently. Changes in
personnel, resource constraints and other factors could result in a higher or lower quality of
experience subsequent to the workshops. In preparation for this documentation ofBhagidari
over the period 2006 - 2008, ACORD has collected new data through 'Recall & Report'
mechanism. Data was collected through telephonic survey mode, questionnaire completion,
focus group discussions, and meetings with key personnel. With each group the respondents
were asked to 'Recall' the situation as it existed at a point in the past and then compare it
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with the current situation.

ACORD has listed here the 'success stories' or completed projects

as reported by a representative

sample of RWAs and officials.

by RWAslMTAs through their questionnaire

First, let us look at the findings from 'Recall'

data:

At the end of the Bhagidari workshop: 'Recall' of projects selected by RWAsfor their
colonies at the end of the Bhagidari workshops attended over the period 2006-2008:

Water
•

Better water supply

•

Excess billing by DJB sorted out

•

Rain water harvesting project being constructed

•

Change in water supply lines

Electricity
•

Enhancing load of electricity sub-station at colony level

•

Billing centre of DISCOM near the colony; excess billing

•

Change of old electricity wires

•

Energy conservation

Drainage & Sewerage
•

Cleaning of drains

•

Removal of blockage of sewer lines

•

Improvement in sewer system and construction of new sewage pump house

•

Treatment of acidic waste from industrial area passing through nallah to Yamuna

•

Covering of open drains

•

Covering of effluent channel from sewer plant

Cleanliness and Sanitation
•

General sanitation and cleanliness

•

Cleaning of streets

Safety & Security
•

Watch & Ward scheme

•

Security of senior citizens
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Environment

including

parks

•

Plantation

•

Maintenance of parks

Infrastructure
•

Unauthorised construction removal

•

Colony road repairs

•

Street lighting

•

Clean public utility services

•

Improve functioning of Delhi Government school

•

Transfer of colony from DDA to MCD

•

Improvement

•

Introduction of public transport (DTC) in colony

•

Recreation room for senior citizens
& Sanitation

Cleanliness

•

in hospital administration

Overall cleanliness in the colony

Working with officials
'Recall' by RWAslMTAs of working in collaboration with various government departments
on various colony projects covered above:
Type

Name

Agencies

Discoms

Departments

Nos. of RWAs
Reportin_g_:

1. MCD
2. DDA
3. Delhi Police
4. NDMC
5. Delhi Jal Board
1. BYPL
2. BRPL
3. NDPL
1. Education
2. Environment

25
12
21
04
26
11

04
11

19
17

During partnership process,
'Recall' of project experiences of RWAslMTAs at the colony level:
S.No.

Project theme

Nos. of RWAs
Reportin_g_:

1.
2.

Improved parks
Better drainage

15
18
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3.

4.
5.

Water pipelines devel~ed
Better collection of bills
Any other:
-Solid waste management
-security of the colony
-overall cleanliness & development of the
colony
-camps for property tax collection
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22
18

04

Experiences, through 'Recall' ofIMPROVEMENTS
RW AslMTAs during 2006-2008:

in the civic services experienced by

S.No.

Improvement

1.
2.

From nopark to a good park in the colony
From a chokedlblocked drainage to a clean
drainage
From no access to any department to easy
access to officials

3.

No. of RWAs
R~ortif!g_ :

13
12
18

'Recall' of problems experienced by the RW AslMTAs during the implementation
projects:
S.No.

Problem

1.
2.
3.

Dealing with multiple authorities
Lack of financial resources
Lack of response from officers
Transfer of officers with whom rapport was
built
Change in the office bearers of R WAlMT A

4.
5.

oftheir

No. of RWAs
Reporting:
15
15
11

10
02

'Recall' of strategies adopted by RWAslMTAs to overcome challenges in project
implementation:
S.No.

Strategy

1.

Rapport-building
Persistent follow-up
Raising of own resources

2.
3.

adopted

No. of RWAs
Reporting:
16
13
10

'Recall' of key learning by the RWAslMTAs from successful project implementation:
S.No.

Key Learning

1.

It is easier to get results through Bhagidari
process
If you show respect, then it works
Collaborative model works
If you are too aggressive with another
stakeholder, things don't work

2.
3.

4.
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No. of RWAs
Re_l)_ortin_g:
21
15
13

04

_.

-

-

---------------

Overall, ACORD's analysis is that the RWAslMTAs 'recall' their satisfaction and positive
experiences to achieve results through their Bhagidari projects, based on mutual respect and
understanding for a 'win-win' situation. They were able to overcome challenges faced
through rapport-building, follow-up and raising their own resources.
Some examples of qualitative evidence through 'success story' submissions by RWAs
are given below, of specific "problems" and their successful "resolution":
RW A
RWA Rajouri Garden

Success sto..!Y_
: P = Problem R = Resolution
P = Sewer line water was getting mixed with drinking water line
R = A new 150 meter main line was installed at the point of overlap
P = No local sign board anywhere in B Block
R = Rs.8 lakhs from "My Delhi I Care" secured to put signage

RWA Tri Nagar

P = Problems in electricity meters and bills
R = NDPL trained electricity technicians and did Workshops on
energy conservation
P = Garbage management not done properly
R = Funds from "My Delhi I Care" fund for constructing dhalao

RWA Mata Sundri
Road

P = Encroachment
R = Removed the alcohol shop opposite girls' school

RWA Sadh Nagar,
Palam Colony

P = Sewer connections
R = Sewer connection camps, collected revenue of Rs.25 lakhs
P = Old electricity meters
R = Did awareness campaigns for installation of new meters

Brotherhood Society,
Model Town II

P = Cracked sump well in Model Town
R = Construction of new sewage pump house
P = Overflowing and choked sewers
R = Diversion of acidic waste ofWazirpur industrial area through
Model Town to Yamuna

RWA Mayur Vihar

P = Burnt transformer, poor electricity supply and billing
R = Replaced in record time; additional cables and grids laid at substation; bill payment cheques accepted in bulk
P = Open nallahs a source of nuisance and health hazard
R = Nallahs covered; additional double lane bridge for better
connectivity; health check-up camps organized

Joint Forum

P = No drinking water supply since 1992
R = DJB water supply made available in 2008 (and now water
system handed over to DJB by DDA)
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Federation of
Indraprastha
Extension II Housing
Societies

Won many awards, citations, shields and appreciation letters for
Bhagidari work: showcased work done to lAS officer trainees and to
a team from Singapore; invited for discussions on amendments to
the Police Act; celebrates and raises awareness on many
international days: e.g. World Environment Day. World Consumers
Day, Right to Information etc.

RWA Pocket 1,

P

Sector 23, Dwarka

= water pollution
R = 50 MGD water treatment plant sanctioned, and now under
construction for commissioning in 2012

P = Lack of health facilities
R = 750-bedded hospital sanctioned in Dwarka
Other improvements: police patrolling; transport through Metro and
DTC; street lights, bill payments and consumer complaints handled
effectively; environment awareness and tree plantation drives.
RWA DDA Flats
Kalkaji

P = Garbage and polluted environment
R = Got issued garbage bins, trolleys
P = lack of services for senior citizens
R = Community centre constructed; RWA supplies newspapers and
magazines; regular pension disbursement

Secondly, 'Recall' was obtained from government officials through questionnaire
completion and focus group discussions. The data below records their feedback on various
factors.
Focus Group Discussions with officials highlighted the following POSITIVE and
NEGATIVE experiences of the officials - please read each column independently, since the
points are not linked horizontally:
POSITIVE EXPERIENCES
Group 1:
- Bhagidari has helped the Department and
Delhi government
- Bhagidari is sustainable
- Bhagidari is a replicable model for any city
- Officials come to know specific ground
problems from RWAs
- RWAs provide single point interaction
- Good behaviour ofRWA

NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES
Group 1:
- Citizens' groups want everything in one go
- Some become "chaudhuri" and treat others
as if it is their personal work

Group 2:
- Bhagidari has made a difference to Delhi,
and RWAs should be involved in local
work
- Bhagidari is contributing to transparency

Group 2:
- RWAs do not take responsibility, for
example, do not help stop encroachment
- RWAs are more bothered about their own
personal problems
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and accountability
- RWAs have become active
- Feedback from RWAs is specific and
helpful
- Some RWAs follow up better, are
cooperative, take interest - motivate
officials to take action
- Senior officials come to know how the staff
is working in the field

- Some RWAs do not have election
- RWA changes are not informed to us
- Some RWAs are arrogant - officials may
withdraw support
- Suggestions are not followed-up by the
departments

In addition, both the groups of officials suggested several ways forward, such as:
- RWAs should be given incentives
- Monthly feedback system by RWA's / MTA's should be institutionalized and monitored
- Officers should be empowered to take action to show results
- Apart from RWAs, common people should also come to the Bhagidari workshops
An analysis of the data from the questionnaires completed by the officials is given below on a
department-wise basis:

The responses from officials have been tabulated below (department-wise for ease of
reference). This format also provides clarity on the range of projects done by the
department/agency. Yet some common factors emerge on the issues of Challenges (both
internal and external), lessons learnt and benefits of attending the Bhagidari workshops.
These common factors are evidence that Bhagidari's 'win-win' results are based on:
- mutual understanding of stakeholder perspectives
- access to officials and RWA members
- mutual respect for a collaborative model and style of joint working
- strengthening of confidence and skills; and a sense of pride and 'ownership' for results.
All these.factors also contribute to greater transparency and accountability. The responses
from officials also confirm that Bhagidari has achieved a high level of satisfaction for all
stakeholders, despite some hurdles and issues that need to be tackled from time to time.
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Delhi Jal Board - (12)

S.

Issue

Response from officials

Follow-up action agreed
at the Bhagidari
workshop

- Sewer & Sanitation work;
- Improvement in water supply;
- Replacement of old/damaged water lines;
- Removal of water contamination;
- Rationalisation of water distribution;
- Coordination with RWAs, e.g. distribution of bills and
collection of payments.

2.

Changes experienced in
the projects
completed/ongoing
under Bhagidari

- Better drainage;
- Water pipelines developed; some old ones changed on
demand from the RWA;
- Improvement in collection of bills, drop-box facility
- Improvement in water supply, water pressure improved
in deficit areas;
- Replacement of AC/PVC pipes with iron pipes, that
reduced contamination;
- Outsourcing of work of replacement of faulty/stopped
water meters;
- Involving different agencies for bill collection; e.g. TSI;
machine, post offices and Jeevan Centres;
- Better coordination with RWAs.

3.

Specific improvements
made

- From choked /blocked drainage to clean drainage;
- Increase in water pressure;
- From no access to officials to easy access to officials;
- From no meetings with RWAs to frequent meetings
with RWAs;
- Provision of drinking water by means of tankers to 205
of 322 unauthorized colonies; improved sewerage
system in 36 colonies;
- Monthly Bhagidari meeting at zonal level;
- Monthly Bhagidari meeting in the DC's office.

4.

. Challenges faced by the
officials

No.
1.

Internal
- bureaucratic procedures;
allocation of budget
- department's policy of
private metering and
contractor's role;
- frequent changes in
policies of metering and
tariff revision;
- lack of ground staff;
- multiple agency system
(which should be
minimized).
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External
- aggressive behavior of
RWAs - sometimes for
time taken for
departmental procedures;
some RWAs very rigid
about minimum-average
consumption being fixed;
want to clean up drains up
to their houses;
- sometimes resistance
from residents who get
more water, to share with

5.

Lessons learnt

6.

Benefits of attending the
Bhagidari workshop(s)

1

those who get less.

- Collaborative model works;
- Easier to get results through Bhagidari process;
- If you show respect, it works;
- Good relationship developed with RWA; cooperation
received from RWA; quality of work improves.
- To know aspirations of people (through RWAs) and
meet the same through departmental work, to satisfy the
people;
- Improves transparency/accountability in work, by
involving RWAs; creates an atmosphere of working
properly in the interest of public;
- Gain knowledge of the working offield staff;
- Root cause of a problem can be traced and solutions
found; get better understanding of problems and
consumer grievance;
- Direct interaction between RWA and various
departments and cooperation ofRWAs;
- Interaction with officers of different departments.

Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) - (5)
S.No. Issue

Response from officials

1.

Follow-up action agreed
at the Bhagidari
workshop

- Raise awareness, especially in JJ colonies.

2.

Changes experienced in
the projects
completed/ongoing
under Bhagidari

- Improved parks;
- Improved garbage collection from 'dhalaos';
- collection of bills;
- networking through telephone to respond to small road
repairs and choked drainage/sanitation issues;
- road repair and maintenance.

3.

Specific improvements
made

- From NO park to good park in the colony;
- From barren park to green park;
- From NO attention to prompt attention in small road;
- From pot-holed roads to well-maintained roads; repairs,
resulting in public satisfaction (specially where RWAs
were considerate and not aggressive);
- From chokedlblocked drainage to clear drainage.

4.

Challenges faced by the
officials

..

Internal

External

- bureaucratic procedures;
- lack of time.

- non-cooperation of
public;
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- aggressive behavior of
RWA.

5.

Lessons learnt

6.

Benefits of attending
Bhagidari workshop(s)

- It is easier to get results through Bhagidari process
- Collaborative model works;
- If you are too aggressive with another stakeholder,
things don't work;
- If you show respect, then it works.
- Opportunity to understand the intensity and priority of
concerns of the public, specially area-wise through
different R WAs;
- Enhances public awareness;
- Freedom of taking up works of public interest through
departmental resources, not involving bureaucratic
process; some work can be executed in short time;
- Department doing same jobs, but with renewed energy
and in a citizen-friendly approach;
- Citizens are now more satisfied;
- Learned to serve the people with human approach rather
than official approach.

New Delhi Municipal Committee (NDMC) -

s.

(4)

Issue

Response from officials

1.

Follow-up action
agreed at the
Bhagidari workshop

- Improving cooperation between RWA and officials;
- Waste segregation;
- Conservation ofwater/power.

2.

Changes experienced
in the projects
completed! ongoing
under Bhagidari

- Improved parks;
- Better drainage;
- Collection of bills: Suvidha Centres;
- Waste segregation;
- Conservation ofwater/power;
- Water pipelines developed.

No.

3.

4.

Specific
. improvements

made

Challenges faced by
the officials

- R WAs have easy access to officials;
- From NO parks to several good parks;
- From choked/blocked drainage to a clean drainage;
- Appreciation and recognition for officials at the monthly
Bhagidari meeting; and issues are sorted out on a timebound basis.

Internal

External

Bureaucratic
procedures make

- Initially, aggressive behavior of
the R WA, but has not changed to
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officials helpless

friendly and their complaints/
suggestions are solved promptly;
- R WAs not agreeing to local
compost pits due to bad small
and mosquitoes;
- Control of playing in the parks children play and vandalize, but
lessened due to Bhagidari
process.

5.

Lessons learnt

- It is easier to get results through Bhagidari process, when
working together with mutual respect;
- Collaborative model works: problems can be discussed and
sorted out.

6.

Benefits of attending
Bhagidari
workshop( s)

- Interaction with RWAs : Officials have changed their
mind-set about the RW As and their complaints (earlier
view was that RWAs were harassing and not raising any
genuine issues);
. .
- All departments can get ground-level feedback from
R WAs; come to know of problems and find joint
solutions;
- made good contacts with various departments and R WAs;
- leadership quality increased through organizing meetings
etc; personality improved.

Delhi Police -:-(2)

S.No.

Issue

Response from officials

1.

Follow-up action agreed
at the Bhagidari
workshop

Safety and security issues

2.

Changes experienced in
the projects
completed/ongoing
under Bhagidari

- Security of senior citizens
- Neighbourhood scheme
- Project Citizen First

3.

Specific improvements
made

Easy access for women after starting Reception and
MahilaDesk

4.

Challenges faced by the
officials

Internal

Lessons learnt

- If you show respect, it works;
- Can get information of illegal activities from the public

5.

External

-

-
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by regular meetings with the public.
6.

Benefits of attending
Bhagidari workshop(s)

Good cooperation between the different civic and other
departments and RWAIMTA.

Delhi Development Authority - (2)
S.No.

Issue

Response

1.

Follow-up action agreed
at the Bhagidari
workshop

- To improve coordination with RWAs;
- Garbage collection and segregation; optimal use of
biodegradable garbage;
- Disaster management techniques.

2.

Changes experienced in
the projects
completed/ongoing
under Bhagidari

- Improved parks;
- Better drainage;
- Operation of Disaster Management Cell in the
department;
- Operation ofRTI Act 2005 efficiently and in a timebound manner.

3.

Specific improvements
made

4.

Challenges faced by the
officials

- From NO park to good park, specially in new colonies;
- From chokedlblocked drainage to better drainage;
- Provision/construction of sewage pumping station;
- Taking up RTI in a strong spirit.
Internal
External
Prior to 2010, Department
was very busy with
preparation of
Commonwealth Games.

5.

Lessons learnt

- Relationship with social networks can improve, as
started through the Bhagidari process;
- It is easier to get results through Bhagidari process.

6.

Benefits of attending
Bhagidari workshop(s)

-Gaining self-confidence and the will to do something for
our city, society and ultimately for the nation.

Electricity DISCOMS: BSES and NDPL - (9)
S.No.
1.

Issue
Follow-up action agreed
at the Bhagidari
workshop

Response from officials
- Reduce theft of electricity (awareness programmes);
- Increase collection;
- Improve consumer care services (and do awareness
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programmes);
- Street lights;
- Power cuts;
- Accuracy of meters;
- Regular meetings/interaction with R WAs;
- Provide door-step services;
- Distribution of load-shedding schedules in advance;
- Weekly meeting at Division level (area-wise).
2.

3.

Changes experienced in
the projects
completed/ongoing
under Bhagidari

Specific improvements
made

- Collection of bills improved: timings 8 am - 8 pm; even
on Sundays;
- Counters and machines for collection; more payment;
venues; drop-box at R WA premises for cheque
payments;
- Reliability in electricity supply increased: no current
complaints have reduced;
- Improvement in services: door-step service, Helpline
No.39999808; power complaints addressed within 45
minutes; all complaint centres and customer;
care/commercial centres have become consumer-centric
- Monthly meetings with R WAs;
- Meters installed for JJ clusters to stop theft;
- Awareness programmes organized, with local people,
e.g. SRIJAN with eminent consumers and YUV A for
college students in nukkad natak;
- Promptness in attending the 'No Current' and street
light complaints;
- Street light maintenance work is regular in most areas
- Lesser power cuts; load shedding has reduced;
uninterrupted supply;
- Meters tested and found accurate as per DERC
guidelines and third party testing also started;
- Delhi's green cover has increased exponentially;
- Grievance redressal system of departments have
improved;
- Citizen's Charter distributed.
- Percentage of theft reduced;
- Door-step collection facility;
- Easy access to officials;
- If you show respect, then it works;

- It is easier to get results through Bhagidari process;
- Collaborative model works;
- Worrying apprehensions to better understanding;
- If you are too aggressive with another stakeholder,
things don't work;
- Transparency enhanced.

~.
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4.

Challenges faced by the

officials

5.

6.

Lessons learnt

Benefits of attending
Bhagidari workshop(s)

Results anticipated:

Internal
- More conscious about
consumer satisfaction;
- Bureaucratic procedures
- Lack of time;
- Lack of coordination
between different
departments;
- Non-cooperation of
colleagues.

External
-JJ Clusters, which are not
willing to pay and are
theft prone areas - made
payments a political issue;
became aggressive to see
their bills based on actual
reading;
- Unsocial elements
involved in illegal
activities.

- It is easier to get results through Bhagidari process
- f you show respect, then it works;
- Consumer behavior has changed - they analyse the
value of electricity and pay their bill son time; more
aware about safety issues.
- T = Together
- E = Everyone
- A = Achieve
-M=More
- Officials' perception about consumers has changed; they
feel closer to them;
- Cooperation between consumers and officials to
improve quality of life: awareness raised about
consumer demands and expectations from the
department;
- A totally new concept through which resolution for
actual problem were identified;
- Sharing thoughts and perspectives;
- Improved inter-personal relations with RWAs and
stakeholders;
- Quick response and feedback;
- Helped understand the issues and obstacles/barriers in
task/jobs and possible solutions for them.

Considering the excellent results the Bhagidari initiative has achieved in its

short journey of partnership, dialogue and action through innovative and successful projects, it can be
predicted that excellent results can be anticipated for the future too, provided the top leadership
commitment is sustained and made visible/supported as is being currently done by Chief Minister.
In addition, ACORD makes the following two suggestions for the future ofBhagidari:
-promote Bhagidari Cell and RWAs to organize specific Bhagidari events for target groups, such as
senior citizens, youth, women, children, and people with disability
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-create an IT -savvy resource team, to promote on-line engagement with the citizens and officials
through a website / blogs / twitter / facebook or other means, at the R WA level as well as at the .
Bhagidari Cell level

Why now? Every idea has its time - and the time has come for further strengthening
concept and deepening democracy in an effective manner.
Please see the chapter on "sustain ability" for more points relating to the future.

*

*
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*

of Bhagidari

CHAPTERS

Sustain ability
The issue of "sustainability" of "Bhagidari" as "citizen's partnership in governance" is linked
to the following factors:

i)

the continued commitment of the political leadership to the "mission" of
building and sustaining the democratic concept of "citizen's partnership in
governance" in Delhi;

ii)

the power and robustness of the central model and processes of "multistakeholder large-group dynamics" as a methodology to discover and sustain
'common-ground' out of the "divergent interests" and "opposing interests" of
different stakeholders;

iii)

the extent to which citizen's associations (i.e. RWAs, MTAs, Senior Citizen
Associations, etc.) feel empowered and encouraged to take up local (colonylevel, market-level, housing-complex level) projects for improving the
"quality of life", and also work collaboratively with departments and civic
agencies in a "win-win" (rather than a "grievance" or "complaint") mode;

iv)

the willingness of officials of departments and civic agencies to shift from a
"regulate and control" mindset, to a "service-delivery" and "collaborative"
mindset with citizens associations;

v)

The willingness of elected representatives to support and encourage the
empowerment of citizen's associations, and view them as "partners" in the
democratic process rather than as rivals;

vi)

The role and functions of the team in the "Bhagidari" Cell (CM's Office).
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Leadership

Commitment

The present leadership in the person of the Chief Minister has demonstrated and practiced full
commitment for 9 years (2000-2008) to the vision and mission of empowering citizens, as
full partners in democratic governance. In this period of almost a decade, 3000+ citizen's
associations (RWAs, MTAs, Senior Citizens Associations), NGOs, 1900 schools, 47 Social
Welfare Schemes, Delhi Police, MCD, NDMC, 9 Departments and 9 D.C. (Revenue)
establishments have been involved in implementing projects selected by RWAsIMTAs/SCAs,
and also improving "civic-service-delivery".

The "Right to Information" process, as well as 1900 government schools, and 47 social
welfare schemes have been brought under the ambit of "Bhagidari". In addition, the
responsibility for planning, organizing the "Bhagidari" Workshops and review of the progress
of"Bhagidari" has been devolved and delegated to the 9 D.C.(Revenue) offices, instead of
being kept as centralized functions.

The leadership has conveyed with crystal clarity in many fora and workshops, that the
citizen's democratic role or function is not confined to voting, and then remaining passive or
powerless between elections.

As a "partner" in democratic governance, the citizens associations have been empowered and
encouraged by the leadership, to take up colony-level and housing-complex level projects,
and the leadership has also encouraged the HoDs, Department officers, and Civic Agency
officials to help and assist the citizens-associations in getting their projects implemented on
priority. In the officers annual

c.R. or Performance Appraisal, their effectiveness

in

promoting citizens - partnership is one of the important parameters for assessing their
performance. The 'MyDelhi I Care' Fund is another leadership initiative to support and
strengthen the community needs under "Bhagidari" (e.g. community centres, senior citizen's
centres, reading-rooms & libraries, etc.).

i)

It is well recognized that the role of leadership is vital in empowering citizens and
citizens-associations for partnering in democratic governance. Therefore, the issue
of sustainability needs to squarely face the question: What happens to
sustainability when a different government, or different leader takes over? To find
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an answer to this, one needs to ask a different question - i.e. Can a new
government, or new leaders, afford to ignore or alienate 3000+ citizen's
associations (representing

15 lakh households or 50-60 lakh people), especially

when they have successfully implemented 3000+ colony level projects in
partnership with 9 Departments/Civic

Agencies? The short answer is that a new

government or leader cannot ignore or alienate such a "critical mass" of citizens,
but also needs to win their support for the future. Future leaders or governments
may even think of further empowerment of citizens-associations,

perhaps via the

legislative route, and/or funding support enhancement route. Hence, in summary,

the "sustainability" factor of"Bhagidari" is definitely better than 50-50, and
probably closer to 70-75% probability, in terms of the political leadership also
needing the support of the people and the citizen-associations.

ii)

The power, reliability, and robustness of the "multi-stakeholder", "group
dynamics" model and process has been proven globally, both in research, as well
as applied practice. "Small-group dynamics" (which is a component within "Iargegroup dynamics") has a long history of research and practice from 1940's till date,
in a variety of practical applications, especially in attitude-change, motivation, and
behaviour. "Large-group dynamics" has been proven successful in multistakeholder situations, as the only process which helps "discover commonground" from the welter of divergent interests and even opposing interests that
different stakeholders hold normally. In the Appendix section we have provided a
bibliography of research and practice establishing the unique reliability of "Iargegroup dynamics" to help "discover common-ground" and create "ownership" for
joint, collaborative goals. The "large-group dynamics" model andprocess has also
proven itself to be "culture-free" since it works well in many different cultures
around the world.

iii)

The citizen' s-associations (RWAS, MTAs, Senior Citizen Associations) spread
across all 9 revenue districts of Delhi, have experienced success of working
closely with the Departments, Civic Agencies, and 9 D.C. (Revenue) offices in 2
ways:
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a) by successful1y implementing over 3000 colony level/housing complex level
projects (selected by them) in partnership with various Departments / Civic
Agencies;
b) by getting various pending problems solved in their residential areas through
working closely with the Departments / Civic Agencies.

Till now, success in actually implementing projects on the ground was very elusive.
Till now, citizens were mainly in the role of powerless "supplicants",

running "from

pillar to post" (as they often described it) to get problems solved, or things done.
Now, after nearly a decade of experiencing success through partnership, citizen's
.associations know what is "democratic success and power to achieve things" - this is
a strong force for sustainability, and cannot be ignored or brushed aside easily.

The track-record of practical success through empowerment

is very strong. With the

massive success achieved on the ground through successful implementation
colony/housing

of 3000+

complex projects, the citizen's associations have experienced success

and power in a positive sense - i.e. to get this done, and to do things in partnership
with Departments/Civic

Agencies. This bodes wel1 for the "sustainabiIity"

of

"Bhagidari". The periodic "Bhagidari" Melas and Awards also exhibit and showcase
many of the achievements and projects implemented through citizens partnership with
government - the media also highlights the exhibits and achievements
associations and officials/departments/civic

of citizens-

agencies. In this way the credibility and

solid achievements of "Bhagidari" have been established, and citizen's experience of
success has been proven with credibility.

iv)

Departments and Civic Agencies are general1y known to take their cue from the
leadership. The main hard data indicating the Departments / Civic Agencies'
willingness to support and work with Citizen-Associations
over 3000 colony-projects,

on colony projects is the

successfully implemented on the ground. As mentioned

earlier in point (i) above, it is reasonable to take the view that future governments or
leaders

(a) would not like to alienate or annoy such a large number ofcitizen'sassociations;
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(b) would rather encourage and support citizen-association

initiatives and colony-

level projects.
(c) Citizens are not now disparate and unorganized - they are organized and
structured as registered societies (under the Societies Registration Act, 1860),
and have regular elections, office-bearers, activities, and membership of250500 families each. In a democracy, they cannot be taken lightly, either by the
political or bureaucratic establishment. Citizen-associations

have also evolved

and formed federations - i.e. federations of RW As, MTAs, Senior Citizen
Associations,

NGO's, Industrial Associations, Vyapar Mandals, etc. It will be

difficult for the departments / Civic Agencies to tum the clock back, especially
if future political leadership also feels the need to gain and keep the support of
citizens to whom they have to go back at election time. On this count also, the
"sustainability" of "citizens' partnership in governance" looks fairly stable and
sustainable. This covers both the administrative and the political leadership _
hence, point (v) above is also covered as sustainable, at least in the near to
medium term.

v) When the "Bhagidari" project was initiated in the year 2000 with only 20 RWAs, in
addition to the general doubt which naturally prevailed, the elected representatives
also were very doubtful and skeptical. However, after seeing the projects actually
implemented in colonies, markets, and housing complexes over the past 8-9 years, the
elected representatives have seen a "soft democratic evolution" take place, and they
now help RWAs convince departments of the usefulness of their projects.
vi) The effective role of the "Bhagidari" Cell - During the entire period (2000 - 2008),
and during this specific sixth phase also, the small but effective "Bhagidari" Cell
(which reports to the Special Secretary to C.M., and works under the overall guidance
of the Principal Secretary to C.M.) has played a major role in functioning as a critical
resource, communicator, planner, problem-solver, and builder of collaboration, in
doing whatever is necessary to translate the Chief Minister's vision ofa new
democratic evolution, into implementable programmes and projects on the ground. As
far as the RWAs and MTAs are concerned, this "Bhagidari" Cell.created trust and
credibility in the process, by being their "ambassador" with departments, civic
agencies, and revenue districts, smoothening the path of change. This cell handled and
processed 759 problems and grievances, organized meetings, set up and carried out 19
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video-conference

progress reviews for the Chief Minister on "Bhagidari"

326 letters from RWAs/MTAs

and received

requesting participation as "partners" in the process

(please see table below).

S.No.

District

1

No. of meetings
held

Video
Conferences
for review by
C.M.

East

No. of letters
received from
Bhagidars
regarding
grievances
156

01

03

Letters
received from
Citizen groups
for association
with Bhagidari
47

2

North-East

77

04

03

65

3

South

120

04

01

41

4

New Delhi

14

Nil

03

03

5

Central

54

Nil

03

10

6

North

38

Nil

01

41

7

North-West

100

01

02

34

West

116

01

01

52

South-West

84

Nil

02

33

Total

759

11

19

326

rg
9

In summary, on the issue of sustainability, it would be fair to say that the "Bhagidari" process
of involving and empowering citizens, through different citizen's-associations, to be partners
in governance, "urban democracy" in Delhi has evolved to the next level of development as a
"working democracy" and not just a "voting democracy". By aggregating the "sustainability
quotient" on all the above 5 factors, it would be fair to say that it is definitely better than a
50-50 probability of sustaining, and nearer 70-75% probability of sustainability in normal
democratic circumstances.

* **
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CHAPTER 6
Lessons Learned
Reviewing the experience of "Bhagidari", and after holding Focus Group Discussions
with Department officers, and doing telephonic survey interviews (one-to-one) with
office-bearers of RWAs, the main lessons learned so far, are the following:

i)

The commitment, vision, and mission (of developing citizens as "partners in
governance", and not "the ruled") of the political leadership are vital and
critical. This vision and mission of a higher level of democratic governance,
through partnership is needed to initiate and sustain the movement - because
it is nothing less than a "movement", a new paradigm of democracy. The
people can sense if the leadership is not genuine or not sincere, or is just using
a technique for some other ends, or just temporary without deep conviction.
"Credibility" is the first principle learned, on which this quiet revolution is
based.

ii)

The second learning is that the citizens need to be "organized" into "living
communities or units" - citizens cannot be involved as separate individuals,
but as part of "organized society". The key concept here is "legitimacy" of the
citizen groups. Hence the formation of "registered societies", structured and
formed with proper "memorandum of aims and objects", and "rules and
regulation" with elected office bearers, was a vital learning (for residential
colonies, housing complexes, market & trader associations, senior citizens,
rural area associations, industries' associations etc.). Both "legitimacy" and
"clarity of organisation" are important learning in working systematically with
citizens, to build a partnership with government, for democratic governance,
partner-projects, and development of a better quality of life.
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iii)

The third learning is that a careful and appropriate choice of processes and
models need to be made, when working with different stakeholders, since
different stakeholders have (a) differing interests, and (b) opposing or
divergent interests. These meetings where differing and opposing interest
groups meet for discussions, very often break down, and degenerate into
"conflict" zones of different kinds. Stakeholders who are frustrated, angry,
apathetic, or in a 'defensive/offensive" mode, vent their pent-up feelings in a
predictable "cathartic" process. It is difficult to build partnership on a history
of frustration, powerlessness, or apathy.
Hence the related learning is that the global research and practice has
established so far that there is only one model and set of processes called
"large group dynamics" (which incorporates and uses "small-group dynamics)
which can successfully build consensus, "ownership", and "discover commonground" out of different and opposing stakeholders or interest-groups.
Without this careful and correct choice of process and model, the best of
efforts could have broken down and failed. The alternate approaches of
training programmes, seminars, conferences, grievance-meetings etc. do not
work when multiple stakeholders with different, divergent, and opposmg
interests are involved in trying to achieve consensus or partnership.

iv)

The fourth learning is that the choice of colony-level or housing complex level
project to be taken up after the "Bhagidari" workshop, is best left to the choice
and priorities as felt and decided by the RWAslMT As in a genuine democratic
process - rather than beings suggested or persuaded from the leadership at the
top.

This is because the "large group dynamics" and "small group dynamics"
processes create and sustain a strong sense of "ownership" and "motivation"
during the 3-day "Large-Group Interactive Workshop", which sustains even
after the workshop. Secondly, the citizens-association know their colonies and
housing-complexes in great detail, and will also be more committed to the
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task of implementing the project along with relevant department officers with .
whom they have built a "bonding-process"

during

the 3-day workshop.

Finally, it is simply more democratic to let citizens identify their own colonylevel needs and priorities for action.
v)

The fifth learning concerns the question: "Why do some RWAs/MT As
succeed

much

more

than

others
than

in

other

getting

residential-area

implemented

successfully,

RWAsIMTAs?

RWAs/MTAs

successfully get several projects completed

Why

projects
do

some

on the ground,

including some large projects, while other RWAslMTAs struggle to get one
implemented, or even fail to open their account in terms of colony projects
executed.

To try to find answers to this question, and explore learning in this aspect, ACORD
conducted a cross-section of interviews telephonically with office-bearers of a range
of RWAsIMTAs,

as well as conducted face-to-face

(FGDs) with a cross-section of Departmental/Civic
these discussions

"Focus Group Discussion"

Agency officers. Emerging from

are 3 broad patterns of behaviour mainly on the part of the

RWAs/MT As (because they initiate the projects):

i)

The RWAslMTAs who achieved several successful completed projects on the
ground in their area (including some large projects) used "soft-skills" well,
especially in terns of:
•

building good relationship legitimately with departments/civic
agencies;

•

using skills of persuasion, convincing, and communication;

•

being very persistent and not-giving up when things got delayed,
but staying focused and maintaining communication well;

•

helping the departments./civic

agencies at their colony/housing-

complex end on the ground;
•

mobilising their RWAlMT A members to pitch in and help with
the project.
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ii)

The RWAs/MT As who put in efforts but did not succeed in getting the cooperation of relevant departments./civic agencies broadly exhibited the
following patterns:
•

Behaved

III

an aggressive and even autocratic manner with

department./civic agency officials;
•

Assumed that being given a "Bhagidari" LD Card gave them the
right to walk into government offices, demand meetings, and
speak in a rude or loud tone to officials.

This behaviour pattern of "control-power" or "coercive-power" behaviour
was based on an erroneous concept of "empowerment", and predictably,
did not lead to much success in building a partnership with officials, or
getting their help with their projects.

iii)

The third pattern is where some RWAslMTAs did not make much effort to
begin with, and after an initial meeting with officials, assumed that now it was
the officials' responsibility to take all necessary action to implement the
project suggested. In discussions with them it emerged that they made an
inner assumption that "nothing much would change" despite "Bhagidari", and
in line with this pessimistic prediction, remained too passive and inactive in
their approach, thus fulfilling their belief-system that "nothing much will
change".

Thus, one can see 3 patterns of behaviour in RWAs/MT As:

a)

Confident, optimistic, using "soft skills" to build a partnership and reach
out to officials in departments./civic agencies, and seek their help
effectively ("help-seeking" behaviour) for implementing projects that they
believed in - this appears to have led to the most success in project
implementation,

b)

Aggressive, almost autocratic behaviour, demanding action by officials,
probably as a reaction to earlier felt frustration and helplessness, based on
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mistaken notions of empowerment - this appears to have led to few
successes in terms of project implementation on the ground.
c)

Pessimistic, passive, weak attempts by citizen associations, without much .
conviction or confidence, and giving up very easily (without-persistence),
when quick responses and results did not come. This pattern did not lead
to achieving much success in terms of actual implementation of projects
on the ground.

In terms of the broad overall success-rate of projects implemented, during the 6 "Review
Workshops" held, more than 3000 successful projects have been reported over the last 8
years - this works out to approximately

one-third (between 30-35%) of the projects

attempted, which is in line with broad global experience of 30% (±5%) for the success
ratio of projects impleinented-to-projects

attempted, as reported in the literature (please

see the bibliography attached to Appendix No. I).

* * *
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CHAPTER 7
Scope for Replication
In terms of the scope for replication, the basic context of the "Bhagidari" project is the city of
Delhi, as the "site" of the processes utilised for building and sustaining "citizen's part1iership
in governance". Hence, this falls under the rubric of "improving the quality of urban
democracy and urban governance". Therefore, in principle, there appears to be good srpe
for replication in the metro cities, state capitals, and 'A' class cities of India, which are also
major urban settings.

However, at the practical level of the issue of the scope for replication, the main "nece sary
conditions" required are the following:

i) The political leadership needs to have (a) strong, genuine commitment to
"empower citizens and citizen's-associations", (b) a strong will to "communicate
directly with citizens, and (c) motivation to build a "citizen's partnership in
governance". The political leadership also needs to exhibit a consistent desire to
upgrade the "level of democracy" , seek direct feed-back and suggestions frfm
citizens-associations, and even seek citizens views on proposed policy changes (as
the Delhi Chief Minister has sought feedback at more than 100 "Bhagidari"!
Workshops, and also on policy matters like introduction of CNG, CAS, VA,
etc.)

In case any other city in India meets this first requirement, it would fulfill t e first
"necessary condition" which augurs well for a good "scope of replication".

ii) Any other city that is interested in improving urban democratic governance will
also need to encourage and nurture the formation of "citizen's-associationS'!
representing residential areas, market areas, senior citizens, trade associati09s,
eco-clubs, etc. These need to be given "legitimacy" by forming legally registered
societies (under the Societies Act, 1860), and getting them to hold fair electifns
every two years, so that they can participate in the "partnership-building" for good
governance.
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iii) Officials of all Civic Service Agencies and relevant Departments,
(including the field or "cutting-edge"

at all levels

level) need to be brought into the

I

.

partnership-building process workshops with citizens-associations, alOngWrh a
shift to "citizen-centric administration" and "service -delivery" as the prime
parameter of civic administration.

iv) Merely holding conceptual training programmes, or seminars/conferences,

r

grievance-meetings will not work for any successful replication. The reaso is that
with multiple stake-holders (with differing interests or opposing interests)

da

past history of citizen frustration or aggression, most attempts at better
communication (without the appropriate and proven processes) soon break-down.
Conceptual training programmes on good governance also do not bring about any
change. For change to take place, the processes have to be experiential, add lessing
both feelings/emotions as well as rational/cognitive aspects.

Since the only globally proven processes consist of "large-group dynamics" (in
which is embedded "small-group dynamics") with multiple stake-holders, ar city
which wants to replicate any effective form of the "Bhagidari" project, will red
to utilise specialists who have experience and expertise in the 2 proven formf of
"large-group dynamics" - i.e. (a) "Future Search"; (b) "Large Group Interactive
Workshops" .

If these processes are applied and used with fidelity to the basic principles, t en
I

other cities can have a good scope of replicating the Delhi "Bhagidari"
experience.

In fact other metros, state capitals, and "A" class cities may have a better
opportunity of building "citizen's partnership" in governance than Delhi, because
the Delhi Government and Chief Minister do noteven have land, Police/Law &
Order, the Municipal Corporation, NDMC etc. directly under the state government
- these report to the central government (either to the Union Home Ministry i I
some cases, or to the Union Urban Development Ministry in others). In other
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metro-cities and state-capitals there is a "unity of command" (which does not exist
in Delhi, and which posed additional challenges in Delhi.)

Hence, if the appropriate principles and processes of "Multi-Stakeholder

la1ge-

group dynamics" are applied without dilution, other cities should have a go d
scope of replication of this model of urban governance.

In conclusion, the most vital factor in relation to scope for replication is the
genuine and long-term commitment ofthe political leadership to a clear visi nand
mission of raising the level and quality of urban democracy by building citizens'
empowerment

and citizens' partnership in good governance. This also invol~es

the willingness of the leadership to accept and consider and act on citizen's
feedback and recommendations,

which can be strong quite often. Given this

ind

of genuinely democratic leadership, which wants to empower citizens, with
strong role even in-between elections, there is good scope of replication of a
"citizen's-partnershlp''

model of urban governance.

v) In the pilot-phase, and the phase-I stage of such a project, there will exist a

wide range of attitudes and mind-sets in several stakeholders, including feeli~gs of
doubt, skepticism, opposition, pessimism etc. The political leadership needs

1 be
0

able to steer deftly through, by communicating a simple but clear mission that a)
"in a democracy, citizens need to be genuine partners, on a daily basis, in a qJest
for good governance", b) "in a democracy, in between elections also, Citize~1
have a vital, central role as partners in good governance" The leadership will
need to be genuine and sincere, and come across as "credible" in this joint e

rt

to raise the level of democratic working on a day-to-day level. Even with this
clarity and dedication, it will take 2-3 years for the doubts and skepticism to
change, and turn-around, to hope and confidence, as it did in Delhi. If a
"participatory-change model" is used, by involving all stakeholders in the "largegroup dynamics" workshops and processes, then there is a good scope for
replication in other cities also.

***
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CHAPTER 8
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF GROUP DYNAMICS
Concepts, Principles, & Processes of Large Group Dynamics
Very large systems, like huge industrial corporations (which are highly "structure "), and
cities (with characteristics of "formal organisations", as well as of "organic commulities,,),
are both known to have properties of "inertia" and "resistance to change".
Between 1945 and 1985, most of the processes and techniques utilised by social scientists
and organisational consultants around the world to facilitate community chanl e, or
organisation change, have been based mostly on "small-group dynamics".
proved extremely difficult to achieve or sustain "system-wide" change in large syste
to the following technical limitations of "small-group dynamics";
1. As the term implies, "Small-group dynamics" works with small groups of20 to 30 people
at a time - hence to cover a sufficient percentage of a large organisation or city [OUld
take many years, thus losing the required "momentum" for change to be imPlementer.
2. Secondly, the well-known "fade-out effect" sets in very quickly after each Small-roup
disperses and its members go back to their respective positions, since there is no "support
group" or large enough "critical mass" for sustaining the effort to change;
3. The small-groups are not large enough to include all relevant multiple "stake-hoI ers":
both internal and external. In fact, the small-group method could not even intude
representation from all decision-making and decision implementing levels of an
organisation.

The "small-group dynamics" method failed to facilitate system-wise

change, simply because it could not include all "stake-holders", and therefore coul not
represent a genuine "microcosm of the whole system";
4. As a result of (3) above, the small-groups involved in the change - attempts coul not
"develop a mandate" for change, or take any meaningful "decisions" for change. ~ven
when all important "decision-makers" were involved in a "small-group dynamics''
. 1 d from say wor kmen.umt
.. I
process, they were ISOate
en, unions, customers, "1·
c rents" , citizens.
Hence there was no real "participation" by crucial "actors" - hence no "common-grou d"
emerged in which all stakeholders had a common stake for improving or changing ..
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Despite the above limitations, much research and applied work was done from the 30 s to the
70's upto "small-group

dynamics", typically by organisations

Maine, USA) and Tavistock Institute (U.K.).

"Small -group" principles and practices were

found very useful in areas like team-building,
and emotions,

and communication.

like the NTL Institute l(Bethel,

inter-personal

+

relations, catharsis of l;eelings

It took shape in the "human relations"

of

l

administration and management as "sensitivity training" and "T-group labs" for ~ersonal
growth. But it fell far short of expected results in areas of "system-wide" change for large
organisations or community-change projects.

However, social scientists and organisation specialists continued the search for pri ciples,
methods, and concepts which could take forward the progress in the field of "large system
change", by building on group dynamics, especially by studying the propertrs

and

characteristics of "large group dynamics". In the 80's, pioneering work by Katherine
Dannemiller, Marvin Weisbord, Billie Bunker, Barbara Alban, Lippitt and others led {o some
very promising breakthroughs in working with large-groups of 300-400 people, by +luding
"key stakeholders", several levels, and bringing in the customers, suppliers, communityleaders, and citizens into the process, in intensive and participatory dialogue. The fotus was
on developing. multi-level, multi-stakeholder "ownership of change", and "discrering
common ground beneath the differences, where all have a common stake for aC[ieVing
change".
The processes and techniques for working productively with large-group dynamics, rid not
exclude small-group dynamics, but actually incorporated and utilised "small-groups' as the
key component of the large group process.

Some of the key operating princi~les for

achieving" a) "wide-spread ownership of change" and b) "participative, collab rative,
solution-finding, for joint-action" are:
1. Do not skip steps or compromise on the principles/processes
2. Build "ownership through involvement" into each step;
3. Facilitators should only facilitate the "processes", while the client -system focu ses on
"content", "issues", and "goals";
4. As far as practically possible, "get the whole -system" into the room" - i e. get
representatives of all key, multiple "stake-holders" into the participative, large-group
workshops;
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5. Carefully compose the small "table-groups" (which are the "building-block" oftre large
group) - utilise the principle of "max-mix" in composing table-groups (e.g. no direct
"boss" & "subordinate" at the same table);
6. Scrupulously

maintain

"anonymity"

and

"confidentiality"

when

communicating perceptions, problems, & solutions (e.g. do not report ''who

sharing

&

saif what"

during the discussions) - this is absolutely vital, since a) this alone will ensure that
"everyone really speaks up" in the table-groups, without distorting facts; b) tflis will
facilitate dialogue, "bonding", and taking "ownership" of the problems as 'ell as
implementation of agreed solutions.
7. Facilitators carefully design clear, simple, "process" steps (lor

2 pages per ~...sue or

problem) to act as a guiding "soft-ware", (since large numbers are involved, and' micromanagement" is not possible) - in fact, the "soft-ware" should enable every table- oup to
become "self-managing, problem-solving, collaborating teams", without intervention by
the facilitators (except on rare occasions when some clarification is needed).

t

8. The basic principle of "feed-back loops need to be completed or closed" should be
carefully followed - several mechanisms need to be used for sharing the
suggestions, solutions, & strategies of all

Ulput,

table-groups (e.g. using mobile mikes for

"reporting out" agreed causes, solutions, or perceptions; charts for displaying all out-puts
of all table-groups; sufficient time for moving around and reading the disp~ay of
"outputs" of all groups; quick typing, photo-copying, and distribution of all "outputs" to
all tables). In other words, everyone is important, and every participant needs to

+

able

to know what others are thinking, feeling, analysing, and recommending. The whole
process works through "transparency" & "feed-back", without revealing any na es or
even table-numbers.
This continuous "closing of the feed-back loop" keeps everyone "in the picture, andl'n the
process intimately",

and helps create "one mind, and one heart". This energis s the

large-group as well as all the small table-groups, and creates a "critical-mass, +th a
mandate, and a momentum for implementing change". This helps generate the ,ften
surprising

"discovery

of

common-ground,

common-interests,

common-prob ems,

common solutions, and a common 'ownership' of the change process".
9. The Large Group Interactive Event (LGIE) as a workshop, must span at least two-ard-ahalf days (if not three), with two nights in-between. This is based on interesting fin ings
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from sleep research, that during sleep, the day's discussions and experiences in tte small
and large group are "processed"
such "sub-conscious"
"paradigm-shift"
participants,

processing

by the participants "sub-conscious"

minds.

Only after

for two successive nights, does the phenomenon

of

(or "change in mind-set and attitude") take place in 80% to 90~ of the

at the "experiential

"commitment"

level".

This experiential,

paradigm-shift

and "energy" for large numbers of participants

provides the

to create a "momentum

for achieving change, and overcoming obstacles to change".
10. As a practical mechanism,
strategies, "action-teams"

to enable the participants to implement agreed solutions and
need to be set up on the second or third day of the workshop,

with an agreed time-frame
table-groups

themselves

"area" requirements,
"action-teams"

for implementing

the agreed solutions.

could be constituted

as "action-teams"

projects).

These

are givena "public mandate", both by the large group itself, as well as the
group, to go ahead and implement

emerging from the Large Group Interactive Processes.

the most workable

produced

as "output"

by all the table-groups.

outputs are experienced,

whole community,

solutions

As resource material, all "action-

teams" are provided with all the solutions and strategies,

brainstorming

the

(based on "zonal" or

especially in community- change, or city-change

"senior leadership"

suggestions

Alternatively,

as well as all the creative
The "totality"

of all the

(and openly described) as "the property of the

to which all individuals have contributed by listening, participating,

and generating several agreed solutions".
11. Subsequent to the Large Group Interactive

Workshop, the "leadership

group" (or the

"Design Team") is constituted

into a "Steering group" to provide help, assistance, and

support to all the action-teams,

by removing "road blocks", speaking to the right people

for smoothening the implementation
way, some "institutional
Change Agents",

mechanisms"

"Champions

fortnightly or monthly basis,
the process
recognition

forward,

etc. The Steering Group can also develop, along the
for sustaining the change momentum like "Nodal

of Change",

Review and

Devolution and Decentralization

on an "action-learning"

for successes,

basis.

Monitoring

meetings on a

mechanisms

Newsletters,

etc., to take

progress-reports,

and sharing of learning from failure-experiences,

are all

mechanisms to sustain momentum, enlarge support bases, and encourage networking and
collaboration, for achieving, & sustaining change.

(i)

The fully tested & proven model of change through LGIEs is about 20 years old,
successfully applied around the world (e.g. Municipal Corporation of Mexico City,
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Public

Health,

Department

of Minneapolis,

Boeing,

Ford,

SAIL,

Planning

Commission ofIndia, etc.).

(ii) ACORD has tested the effectiveness of the LGIE model, & adapted the process to
suit the socio-cultural factors in India.
(iii) ACORD has extended the use of "Large Group Dynamics" in India beyond formal,
structured, organisations, to apply the model to city-change efforts.
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CHAPTER 9
PREPARATION OF THE DETAILED DESIGN AND PROCESS
METHODOLOGY BY THE FACILITATING AGENCY
The final event in the process of creating momentum for change is the one in which the Large
Group Workshop is conducted for three days. For "Bhagidari", in different district-level
workshops, the multi-stakeholder large-group had a varied number of participants (between
200 and 370 participants at a time, under the same roof). It is therefore critical to ensure that
the entire process runs smoothly, efficiently and effectively. Time management is a critical
factor. There is not much scope for variations in the time slots decided for each session (60
to 90 minutes each) because of the large numbers involved. Therefore, before the actual
event, the facilitators have to do a detailed design and planning of every step, as well as the
appropriate methodology for each session. It almost runs like a "script".

The objectives of this detailed planning and design are to ensure that:
(a) The purpose of each session is fulfilled;
(b) The participants are helped to 'discover common-ground' and "common solutions" for
each problem/ issue, rather than diffuse their energies in arguing over the differences;
(c) Every participant gets an opportunity to share his/her own view, and reflect on other's
views, with regard to a particular issue;
(d) The table groups work as teams (rather than as individuals) so that while everybody gets
an opportunity to express one's views, the final communication is based upon the "group
consensus", rather than highlighting individual's contributions;
(e) The 'interest and involvement of the entire group is sustained over the three-day period;
(f) The role and action to be taken by each team (like the Support team, Design team,
Facilitators and the participants) is clear for every single session separately.
The ACORD Facilitator team therefore spends 8-10 days in developing a "minute-to-minute"
programme, for the three days, which specifies clearly every step and action to be taken for
each session.
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For some of the sessions, only listing of suggestions or ideas is done. This means that each
participant only had to give hislher "perceptions" or suggestions, but it was not necessary to
arrive at a group consensus, (e.g. Session on: "What people appreciated about the city of
Delhi", or "What they particularly did not like about Delhi.").
For some sessions, the methodology was designed to ensure that the participants arrived at a
consensus in their table groups on what needs to be done and how. (e.g. on collecting bills of
DVB and DJB, on ways of water saving, on maintenance of internal colony sewage system,
on traffic regulations in the market, and augmentation of colony security measures).
The detailed script was designed each time, to ensure that the interest of different
stakeholders was sustained in each session. Therefore, the issues related to each official
agency were spread over different days, and not taken all in one go. The official agencies
were facilitated to empathize with the RWAs, and vice-versa.

The official agencies, whose

specific issue was not being handled at a particular session, were encouraged to "wear the
citizen's hat", while deliberating on the issue. The key point communicated, was that
"everyone needs water, electricity, and clean healthy surroundings to live in" irrespective of
their official role or status.
To ensure that each participant clearly understands what the issue is, and what one needs to
work on, a written, participant "guideline" was prepared for every session for the table
groups. This acted like a common "software" and ensured common understanding and pace
(with a few minutes plus - minus on different tables) among. the groups and all the
participants.
Often, the issues and the sub-issues was more than the number of sessions available.
Therefore according to the number of issues involved, and the number of tables in a particular
Bhagidari workshop, the "related" issues were split so that some groups worked on one issue,
and other groups on the other issue. However it was ensured that a sufficient number of
participants (for example, a minimum of 40 - 50) had the opportunity to deliberate on an
issue and generate common solutions. This turned out to be fairly representative of what the
other groups would have to say, since most table groups had all the stakeholders represented.
Participants were later often surprised to see that whether 50 people or 100 people discussed
a problem, the workable solutions to which people agreed, turned out to be similar/common.
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During the two and the half-day workshop, at least one relevant presentation was designed to
be made, preferably as a successful case of citizens'
other city.

participation

in governance

in some

This usually works as a motivating factor for the citizens and official agencies.

An appropriate time was allocated for this presentation (usually on the second day), and the
Clvl's office took the responsibility

for contacting and inviting the presenter (someone with

credibility, who had actually brought about significant change in another city in the country.)
Another significant part of the day-to-day design was the presentation by the Chief Minister
on "The Present situation of Delhi", and by the Heads of Departments
workshop. After the presentations,

on the first day of the

table-groups were given time to frame any group query,

by consensus. A particular time-slot was allocated on the third day, so that the C.M. and the
Heads could respond to the queries of the participants.
"feedback

and response"

communication",

was designed

into the process, rather than the usual "one-way

"two-way communication"

With large numbers

of table-groups,

In this, way, the basic principle of

is vital to initiate change.

with similar multi-stakeholder

group composition,

working on the same issue, a sampling of the table-groups present their views and consensus
each time to the large group.
Bhagidari

workshop

consensus-solutions

Therefore, one of the things planned for each session in each

was: how a "representative

number"

of tables could present their

to the whole large group, on each issue/ problem.

The planning of methodology

included decisions like the sessions in which:

(a) all tables will make presentations;
(b) some tables will make presentations;
(c) no table will make presentations - instead, charts of agreed solutions would be displayed,
and all participants
shoulders",

read them, moving from one display board to another ("rubbing

mixing,

commenting,

reacting

while

moving

around

and reading

all

solutions, and increasing group energy and "ownership").

However, the methodology
also made available
photocopying

was so designed that the entire output of each table-group was

to all the participants

either through display charts and/or through

of the output in almost every session (again, the vital principles

feedback" and "closing the feed-back loop").
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,-

of "quick

Another aspect designed in the detailed planning was the Fun-Break.

In every workshop,

preferably during the first two days, a few minutes were allocated for participants
some participative entertainment

- this was necessary to "re-energise"

to have

the groups when their

energy-cycle was running low.

The design always included an "end-of-each-day

taking feedback" from all the participants

through written feedback forms. The participants

were briefed that the Core Design Team

would work in the evening and prepare a summary of the feedback - this would be shared
with the large-group, by a member of the Core Design Team, as the first item in the morning.
This again closes the feedback loop and keeps the process transparent.

* * *
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